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Editorial: 
The Merger; 
bySueL.wson A Hindsight View 
Remember that snowstorm last week? It seems as quickly as the 
white stuff had landed it was gone, and the temperature was back up at 
60 degr.ces ; the mean standing for the month of November. Skiers had 
:1Jeir edges sharpel!ed just a little too soon, and snow-llaters could breath 
a little easier as the white scare melted, and winter was put off, .... at 
least cunti! after Thanksgiving. But that's the funny thing about New 
England weather, 'If you don't like it, wait a minute and it will change.' 
Winter, though, wasn't the only thing put off until after Thanksgiving. 
Last week, Senate President Kevin Harrington's (D-Salem) proposed 
college merger also met a sudden death for this legislative session. 
Briefly, this proposal would consolidate the 10 state colleges with U Mass 
under one mega- university system, aimed at improving the quality of r_~~ ______ --:-,(R_e_s_u_Its_o_f_th_e-:-an_n_u_a_I_S_G_A_b.t_d..:::g~e_t _h_ear=..::i:.::!ng:!:s:.!,-=o:::n:....!:.::~.=L ________ ..,....... 
education. (See the November 20th issue of the Comment). MF.~ 
Harrington isn't new in the field of education. He was chairman. {)f a 
legislative commission ten years ago, which produced the Willis-
Harrington Act establishing the State Board of Education, and the 
Board of Higher Education. 
Can it a .freak of nature or a railroad job, but this proposal seems to 
have been drafted too quickly, and too secretively to have been passed 
without serious consideration. The time certainly was right. The state is 
in serious danger of defaulting. Students, administrators and legislators 
are unhappy with numerous aspects of the present state college system. 
So, why not solve all the problems and re-organize? State colleges with 
their relatively open admissions policy seem only to produce 'so-so' 
graduates anyway. If Massachusetts followed step with California and 
New York, we could create one giant intellectual community. Per-
sonally, this seems to defeat the purpose for which the state college 
system was organized. They are small liberal arts colleges located at 
strategic regional locations throughout the state, not glorified high 
schools bent on providing a middle ground for high school graduates who 
didn't have their heads· on straight. , 
Tuition is another pOint of contention. Already, it has increased $100.00 
for the coming semester. Harrington's proposal would have raised the 
tuition from $300.00 eventually to $1000.00. Mr. Harrington felt that this, 
along with more stringent admission standards would be ,Q'f),e way to 
...ctiscourage those students who have nothing else to do than go to ·colIege.·· 
Of course it might prevent those students who have the academic ability 
but no financing from pursuing higher education. There would have to be 
a massive overhaul of the present financial aid system to assure that all 
. students with academic ability but no money could ,have, a chance at 
entering the University. 
The panic resulting from the announcement of Senator Harrington's 
proposal was paralleled with that of the snow storm. Student Govern-
ments and news paoers from the ten state colleges busted tail. getting out 
special issues, holding open forums, and generally alerting 
college communities of the pending doom. Faculty unions began to ask 
questions, to decide whether this would be good or bad, and state college 
presidents, for the most part, smiled and tried to assure people that this 
would be a move in the right direction. 
At a meeting last Wednesday in the State House's Gardner 
Auditorium. Senator Harrington announced the withdrawal of his 
proposal until after the Holiday recess which begins December 14th. 
Invited guests to this meeting included college administrators. faculty 
and student representatives from the ten state colleges.· Senator 
Harrington spoke on the 'seriousness of the situation' "1ft tlIe' 
Eduacational system in the state of Massachusetts at this time.' and· 
(co:ttinued to poage 2) - . 
Profile:aSC's Head Athletic Trainer 
by Betty Jenewin 
When the decision was made to 
hire a full-time athletic 
trainer, effective at the beginning 
of the current school year,Bill 
Bulloch was the person selected. 
As Head Athletic Trainer,Bill 
has plenty of things to keep him 
busy. His responsibilities include 
supervision of all the mens and 
womens varsity,junior var-
sity,club and intramural sport-
s,as· well as providing treatment 
to all faculty members and 
students on campus who so desire 
it. 
Bulloch came to BSC from 
Indiana,where he did his 
graduate work in· athletic 
training. Prior to that he attended 
Dean Junior College in B~C·8 head athletic trainer. BU.I Bulloch. 
Fr::lnklin,and received a -degree in What last year was the visiting to the expanded program have 
'physical education from mens team's dressing room has been highly favorable . 
Plymouth State. been converted to a training Former trainer Ed Braun feels 
When he first arrived at· room. A little-used entry way "the program is fifty times as 
Bridgewater,Bill was faced with which had developed over the good as it was in the past,now that 
the task of reorganizing and years· into a storage room of we have a person full-time who 
rejuvinating BSC's training sorts,now houses the conditioning can devote all his attention to the 
program. For the past three years and rehabilitation center. job. I enjoyed the time I had the 
Bridgewater has had limited The facilities currently include position,and I think I developed it 
training programs,involving only two training rooms,the one in the as far as I could,given the 
male athletes. This was under the gym and one in PQpe Han. Both situation I was in." 
direction of Ed Braun,who in rooms are equipped wit~ treat· JOe' Yeskewic~,men's. swim-
addition to his duties as part-time ment tables,awhirlpool, and a ming eoaeb~notes that "tmder 
trainer, carried a full teaching hydrocollator,in addition to Bil1t ssuper¥isioo the a.thletes,are 
load at BSC and was an assistant training supplies. The gym room getting back on the field faster 
football coach. also has a refridgerator and ice and in beeter snaPe~}~ Yeskewicz 
Now that Bridgewater has an machine. A conditioning and also pointed out that for the first 
athletic trainer working full- rehabilitation room, which houses time Bridgewater athletes are 
,~time,the quality of the training a new 16-station Universal Gym,is required to fill out medical 
program has improved also -located in the gym. (continued to page 3) 
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IDITOIIIL IrY Ilif ~AR FUTURe T~ AVW6E ,,"SfJ-SO Sll!Df!",' \tJtU.. 8~ Q€tJI[D A\)f{ssfoN IN 1Ml HI6H(R. u. MASS. ADNISSloN STNJbAttl 
Remodeling the Library 
The Clement C.Maxwell Library boasts a capacity of 450,000 books and 
2500 students. It is named for Dr. Clement C. Maxwell, Bridgewater's 
president from 1952 to 1962, who believed that "a library is the heart of a 
college." Truer words could never have been said,for the Clement C. is 
not only < the resource center of the campus, stomping gro~nds of con-
scientious students, and crammers alike, but is also the largest 
classroom building on campus, as well as the home oif the political 
science and economics departments, and the division of Humanities, (of 
which the English department alone has 22 professors ) 
So much for the "Bear" facts. If you have been in the library recently; 
you can't help but notice the changes. The stacks of books on the first and 
second floors moved in from no-where; ultimately making way for 
alterations , (Le. more classrooms and office space) scheduled to begin 
over the Christmas recess. 
I suppose any efforts to stop plans for expansion at thispoint are de 
facto. But I do have one point to raise. Beginning with next years en-
tering freshmen class, a pair of ear plugs and a TBA copy of the Dewy 
Decimal system. '( subject to change). should be lSsued to eac; 
,i student., In ad_dition, the library's thirg floor coUld be thesolution 
to BSC's critical housing problem, and with a ramp or two, the roof 
c?uld be qtilized ~o solve our everpresen! parking problem, Add a 
lIttle Astro-turfto the second floor and BSC could have an indoor arJma. 
A final gripe: b~tte~ add ,to tl!~ abov~ mentioned list, the 
location ~ the ~l~k§. in the librarY' I ~-'~·~efh t"_find,th~n:t!fmymore. 
SJL .. 
Editorial- Points: 
1. . Were tlie Christmas decorations at Grants aimed at attracti early 
shoppers? Two weeks before Halloween seems premature. 2. Local 
lattars 
grass seed dealers will do wen next spring from this fall's activity. The The week before vacation, BSC 
mud paths to Boyden created by careless students should boo.st sales. 3. was visited by a representative of 
Nowadays, new office buildings have prestigious locations. Somehow the Jostens Inc., a manufacturer of 
Clement Maxwell 'tower' defies this trend. 4. Keep your pads 'n pencils class rings. The salesman spent 
handy., When Boyden's famed tower rots off and falls beneath its pillars, two days filling out order forms 
it would make a delightful short novel. 5. The Tillinghast dogs must be for the classes of 1976 and 1977 in 
planning their winter vacations now. The kitchen will close at semester the Student Union, He brought a 
break. 6. Optimist believe the new Art building will enhance the ap- display of settings and different 
preciation of creative arts at BSC. Try convincing the Humanities styles which were his personal 
department. 7. The University of Lowell doesn't fall under belongings. Un fortunatly a few 
reorganization; perhaps Kevin Harrington read the bill wrong. 8. 'The ot the display rings were taken, at 
the cost of the salesman. There is 
Enchanted Village' will be sorely missed. We need some magic this a reward for their return! For 
Christmas-. ReT more information please contact 
r------:::::~------------------~ the COMMENT office or Charfu's 
/' Stockbridge, -Scoii . Bali, -~~. 305. 
e <? NT,." FR 0 M P G . I eluded that consolidation was the only Thank you. 
way to.salvage anything, He listened to a few testimonies from the floor 
in tiding State Education Secretary Paul Parks, Framingham State's 
-" tudent Government President Jim Steele and BSe's Ray Raposa. Ray's 
testimony clearly shot holesin the 'so-so' student philosophy, as he stated 
that the freshmen entering seven of the state colleges in 1974 had higher 
test scores than those- entering U Mass. On a dramatic note, Senator 
Harrington abruptly ended the meeting at quarter to twelve, noon, and 
walked out,' amidst screams of protest from Boston State's Student 
Revolutionary Brigade. 
Maybe this reorganization hysteria was a blessing in diguise' it has 
give~ all of us within the state college system a preview of co~ing at-
tractions, and bought time for investigation and questioning of our-
selves, our system and a possible merger. 
The secrecy and hushed measure used to try and drive this proposaJ 
hrough " reminded me too much of a play ~'ve already ,seen. The plot and 
h~ractersseemed to :have changed only sligHtly; the starring role is-
e~n.g p~ayed by KeVin 'Harrington. ;''the whole' event broughfio mind a'n 
al)rldg~d vers}'on of a-bumper ~ticker, :popular in this state about a year 
ago' " j, -, "j -,', - ';:-'," -', 
'D'O~~~;;;Blaine Me I)niFrom'Ando'v~r'! II' . 
Save' 
the Library 
It appears to, me that the ad-
ministration , who ever or 
whatever, thinks so little of it's' 
students of this college that they 
woud prefer to take a beau·tiful 
college library and turn it into a 
zoo. Quiet, a good chair and a well 
lit area are just:a few criteria 
-upon which a good library should 
h be based. But running herds of , P oto-sensitive-----Istudents through on the hour every hou:t'1 like running beef t~. 
market seems to contradict the 
- first criterior; QUIET: -
As we all know nature abhors a 
'vacuum , but why must we take 
,book shelves empty as they are 
now and refuse them a chance to 
hold our future volumes? Now it 
will be paper thin walls with 
French -class recitations versus 
the math department's theory of 
differential equations. And just 
,outside we are to expect the peace 
and quiet of a library? 
I feel that we the college. 
community should have common 
sense enough to know that a 
library is not a, classroom 
·.building. There must be another 
solution. You the student and 
faculty member are the only 
minds left to demonstrate sanity_ 
on this campus , if you careto , to 
show that more classrooms in the 
library are insult to you. Must our 
library be raped of its integrity, 
does principle get lost to 
someone's idea of a solution to a 
problem, or is it a new problem to 
which we will all regret for 
semesters to come. 
Even Ido not know how to stop 
it from happening but I can't help 
but expressing my frustration at 
the situation. Somehow it seems 
that people expect students of this 
campus to sit around with their 
fingers jn their mouths ,irut)ling 
all day long. Apathy will only 
lead to a deeper depression at this 
school to which more oppression 
will be laid upon the freedoms of 
students and- the ideas of an in-
t~ lectual community for which 
a college is suppose to be. Think 
abouHt, if it doesn't burn you up; 
then you get what you deserve. As 
for me, the Alumni fund won't ge1t 
a penny, ever if Classrooms are 
built in the library. 
T.Peterson 
Graduate Student. 
(more letters oJ. page 4) 
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How to Prepare Successfully 
for 
Examinations 
Trainer con 't. ,f17o~. pg.' ,~ 
"\ .. .,;. ,·01 '., \ ' 4. 
history forms, which deal is completely responsible for -the 
specifically with past athletic student trainers in the event their 
injury and, illn,esses. These aid the treatment or actions. should be' 
trainer in evaluating the athlete questioned. 
medically. . Coaches response to the 
As Head Trainer ,Bill is student trainers has been en-
responsible for 2). varsity sports. thusiastic. Most are quick to point 
To assist him in overseeing out the value of the experience 
these,he has four students as that ,the students are picking up. 
trainers working under him. None are opp!)sed to students 
from AAP STUDENT SERVICE 
The key to both success and 
enjoyment in college lies in your 
. ability to use time wisely. In 
order to have fun while getting the 
. most out of these years, you need 
to establish a pattern of good 
s~udy habits and skills. Such 
habits and skills will help you get 
the necessary work done as the 
months and years go by, and you 
will handle exams with a 
minimum of stress and a 
maximum of achievement.· 
Making summary notes is 
often helpful, depending on the 
amount of the material to be 
reviewed. In 4 to 8· pages you can 
outline the main points of your 
detailed class and text chapter 
notes. Headings with indented 
numbered points under them 
.make relatinships more obvious. 
This procedure will aso help 
Review 
Techniques 
If you have applied 
reinforce the major ideas anc 
important details. 
Summary notes can also servE. 
as a self-test tow~rd the end oj 
your preparation for exams. Pul 
a sheet over each page and sloWl) 
uncover the first heading - see iJ 
you . can remember the main 
~ points under it. As you go, ask 
yourself what, when etc. 
Try to predict the exam 
questions. Be alert throughout 
The student trainers have two treating their players , providing . 
main responsibilities. First,they the students trainers are . 
must follow Bill's insturctions. qualified. 
And second, they are required to Field hockey coach Dayna 
attend practices and games Daniels cites the example where 
assigned to them and administer lack of experience on the part of a 
emergen~y first aid. . student trainer will make a dif. 
To qualify,students preferably ference in the decision whether or 
had to have some experience in notan athlete should play. "Some 
the field,whichfor most consisted student trainers overjudge the 
. of atleasthaving taken the course seriousness of an' injurY,but 
"The Care and Prevention of that's better than underjudging." 
Athletic Injuries", Beyond Daniels points out that since Bill 
that,Bill was looking for students is working very closely with the 
with an interest in athletic students;a lot. of this is 
training and a willingness to put eliminated: 
in the time that the job requires. Head football coach Pete 
Since Bridgewater has Mazaferro sees the situation as 
traditionally been cOIlsidered to mutually beneficial. "It helps us 
have OIle of the best women's and it help~Jhem. It gives the kids' 
.physical education un- experience and it helps our 
dergraduate programs' in New program." 
.. yourself during the term, l ~~_I 
then preparing for' exams is III 
England,Eulloch's first priority Coach Yeskewicz feels the 
with student trainers was to get student training program 'is 
women involved. He had hoped to "excellent and in very capable 
get three women and one or two hands." And the whole secret for 
men. Presently his staff consist its success;offers Ed Braun, 
of two women and two men. They is"the supervision ~hey receive. 
are seniors Ann Butler and Doug People don't realize how many 
largely a question of review. The ~~~~~ 
time needed is not as extensive as 6¥"'C!I~/J 
Your preparation for a final 
should be carefully scheduled into 
. the two weeks prior to exam day .. 
Organize fl schedule that does not 
interfere with your regular study 
for on-going . classes. Beware of 
racing your motor. Make sure 
you still allow time for rest and. 
rela}Cation, with no longer than 1 
or 1 1/2 hours of review at one 
time. YOI' mind needs breaks. 
Plan your review 
systematically and consistently. 
Go from main idea to main idea, 
using the textbook chapter 
headings at your instructor's 
term outline as.8 gUide. Go from 
chapter notes to chapter notes or 
from class notes to class notes, 
recalling the important headings 
. and ideas in each. If certain 
pointS are difficult for you to 
remember, then reread the 
t~xtbook. Otherwise stick with 
your notes. DON'T PLAN, TO 
LEARN SOMETHING FOR THE 
FIRST TIME. 
some stUdents think - 'provided 
. you have been working con-
sistently. Review for weekly 
quizzes should take no more than 
15 minutes, a· mid-term hour 
exam 2 or 3 hours, and a final 
examination 5 to 8 hours. 
rx t5in-45 
-245/60H! 
Group reviewing' can be 
,helpful. But it shouldn't take te 
place of working on your ·own. : 
Limit discussions of Significant.' > 
pointsanc~ possible test questions . 
to 3()1or 45 minutes, with no more 
than 4 or 5 people. 
Avoid cramming. If you have 
followed a regular sch'edule of 
study an~ review, you should not ' 
have to cram· the last day. 
_aphamare Rita It The lat 
SURDIY, DIG- 7 6:00·11:00 
G:OO·I:30 BUFFIT 1:30· 1:30 saOIT'IOVIIS 
7:00·11:00 BIRD-- U Rill BOW" 
BBINI tOUB IBIL \TIC~BT ( Buffet I. &0 Without DD8) 
COIB IRD PIITY IITI TDUB CLISS! 
the term to the empnasis in-
. structors put on certain topics, 
aspects or ideas. They often gi"{e 
clues to points that are important 
or particularly need review. 
Ask your. professor _ what . he 
recommends tor pre-examination 
work. Use his comments as a 
gUide but don't try to outguess 
him. . 
Remember ,- forgetting takes 
! place more rapi~y right· after 
, learning. If you do have to cram, 
be selective. Don't attempt an 
. exhaustive review. 
Woodworth, and juniors Carol hours this man puts in every 
Galante and Tony Plantier. All week." 
are physical education majors. The student trainers' them-
The reasons each. has for selves' have only the highest 
wanting to be a student trainer· compliments for Bill. "Fan-
vary. Carol,who hopes to becQme tastic ... really. knows his stufL.-
involved in teaching-and coaching very knowledgable ... easy to get 
after graduation,sees the job as along with ... really helpfuL.very 
good background for those oc- open .. ."ask any of them what 
cupations. And if no job -op- they think of Bill and you a~e very 
portunities in those areas come likely to hear these comme~ts. 
up, further education in training about him. 
will be an option for her. What is the future for 
A football player his freshman Bridgewater's training program? 
year at BSC,Doug turned to Unfortunately,it looks like the 
training as a way of remaining economic crunch touches here as 
involved with sports when he everywhere. Rather than 
found out he couldn't play his weekly,student trainers are paid 
sophomore year. He is currently by the semester. However with 
in his third year as a student, the current 
trainer ,having worked with budget the way it is,the chances 
football and baseball teams under are pretty slim that they Will even 
the old training program. Doug get paid at all next semester. . 
feels the job is a good way to get On the brighter side, there is a 
experience in an area closely proposed athletic training 
related to physical education. track, tha t has been brought 
. For Ann Butler,college meant before the Curriculum Com-
either physical education or mittee. 
nursing. And since she chose p.e. This would allow students 
training,in a way combines' the electing this track to be qualified 
two interests. to take the National Athletic 
Tony got into training for the Trairiing Association Cer-
first time during his senior year in tification exam to becQI}1e cer-
high. school, where he was in- tified in athletic 'training. 
teres ted in sports and wanted to Whether or not this actually 
be associated in some way with, will become reality however 
them. From there he went to remains to be seen. 
B e r k s h ire Com m u nit y .' An. expanded siv,dent. training 
College, where he was a student program is also.in thefutute: 
trainer for two years,and then on Next . semesterBUl' hopes to 
to Bridgewater. allow those interested an op-
ry The 'responsibilities for the portunity. to learn first-hand what 
various sports at BSC are divided athletic training requires. By 
among the four students trainers observing and working with Tony 
and Bill. No distictions are made and Carol, they can 'become 
as far as men having to do only familiar with- the routines and 
.- - - - - - - - -- - - - . I men's sports and vice-versa. procedures involved. In a typeof 
I This semester,Doug hafidled feeder system,Bill would like to 
• I 
I FRIENDS 
. DON'T LET 
FRIENDS 
DRIVE DRUNK. 
jI)RUNK om vfffi:-DEiYi-:Y - - - - ii"2j 
I BOX 234:1 I I ROCKVIlLF.. MARYl.AND 20S52 I 
I I want to keep my fflends alil'e I 
I for the next party. I 
I '1,,11 me what tlse I can do. I 
I \Iv nil 111 t'. i... I 
I .1,1.11""" _ _ . __ I 
L:'~-.:... -=..-...:. ___ .....:<;.:'.::::-=- :.::-,:: ~r,:::...:J 
FRIENDS DON'T LET fRIENDS 
I football field see juniors· fill these, positions.' 
I hockey,~olleyball,men's' 'Then when they are seniors,th~y 
I basketball and wrestling. Carol can step up to Tony and Carol s 
'.'was responsible for field places and be prepared to work 
I hockeY,volleyball and football, with juniors under them. Anyone 
I and next semester will devote all interested should contact Bill. 
I of her time to women's basket- 1f there is .one thing Bill em-
ball. Football, field phasizes most when speaking of 
I hockey, volleyball and swimming the training program,itis that the 
• were Ann's, assignments. She will facilities are open to everyone in 
I continue with swimming until the college. Any student 
I fourth quarter when she does her 'facultY,or staff member is_ 
I senior teaching. Tony took care of welcome to take advantage of .the' 
I soccer a'nd' will hve swimming training room equipment. ." 
DRIVE DRUNK. 
I and men's JV basketball next . The Health Center Training 
I semester~'-"" Room located in Pope Hall,has a 
I None of the student trainers traine~on duty 7:30 AM to 11:30 
I feel they have any problems AM Monday _through' Friday. 
I providing treatment for the I Treatments are byappointmeht, 
I opposite sex. Both Carol and Ann and a uurse is on duty 24 hours a . B I mentioned that ,in the begin- day. 
f ". ning, they were the nervous The. Physical Education 
\;ei I' ones,not the guys they taped. But Training Room;in Kelly gym,has 
'"'''''''''''' .. n''','n~''''''','n"" .... n'''''''''·''''''t>'''''''''",,"'n''' I both said they quickly felt at ease. a trainer on duty after 12:30 PM 
III As far as liability goes,Bulloch Monday through Friday. 
____ ~--------1!111111111 
.' . '. ' •.. ,. . •••• j 
................... - ... ' - ...... < -. • ... "'- - ..... ." -~ - ,,~ , ... ~ ...... *- ... ~"" - .. , "_ •• ., '" --.,.. ...... '" - -, - .. - - .... - - - - - - ..... -.- -
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FDIIII 
hut not "courteously 
by Richard Tonner 
-
The semester is quickly coming to a close, 
reminding us that while time is of the essence, there is much to be done. 
Preparation for exams, lengthy papers, a deluge of unfinished material, 
last minute atterp.pts to improve months of laziness or neglect, and 'l.\L --....A. ~ 
notwithstanding, a holiday in sight. Surrounded by stacks of books, and If"' ~ 
armed withevery good intention to use them, it seems beyond our ability ______ ~~ ___ -----~-L--~~---------------:---l 
to suppress fleeting moments of Christmas fantasy. An aIr of tension 
fills the air. yet as we pass shop windows trimmed with red. and green, 
we tend to forget, just briefly, Qur routines. nis a time of year that 
tempts us to think of Christmassesgone by and spurns us to anticipate 
letters CDDt. 
the holiday coming. We enjoy these moments of flight as we would an 
aspirin or a spot of tea; they are relaxing. While I try to overlook the 
signs of Christmas in attempt to salvage my last chance to study, the, 
effort seems to weaken each day. Thoughts of stockings filled with 
A Belated Thank You 
surprises and gifts wrappe.d with bright ribbons linger as I look at my 
government books. Carolers on Beacon Hill and the enchanting 
traditions which enhance the area cause me to think of doors wreathed 
in holly and windows ablaze with candles. The mantle at home trimmed 
with pine and berries seems more appealing than the history page I have 
stared at for thirty minutes. I fondly recall the magic of Santa, and 
carrots for the reindeers over myF-rench exercis~. Twinkling lights lace 
the spreading elms on theComnion while I sketch my art. The florists' 
window is highlighted with festive poinsettas, and garlands grace the 
smaller shops I enjoy. Christmas tunes are heard as choral groups 
polish their annual cheer. A spirit of happiness and sharing is seen as it 
is never seen before. I am trapped by the moments, but pleasurably so. 
My discipline ,is eroding. After our work is complete and the first 
semester and it's final exams are behind us, we will be less hesitant to 
accept the alluring power of the holiday. we all need the joy, the 
magic,the spirit of Chdstmas. Shimmering Ughts, flickering candles, 
crisp boughs of pine and too infrequent reunions fashion a gift we 
receive but once a year. The realization of Christmas .will arrive soon 
and perhaps anticipation will enhance my appreciation. Hark! I must. 
try to postpone these fanciful thoughts in favor of my immediate 
priorities. I will walk 'city side walks', watch friends 'deck the halls 
. with-holly,' 'hear th~ tingle of 'silver bells' and force myself to abstain. 
But not courteously. 
.1.1. 
To the BSC College Community 
I am writing this letter to 
express wbat can only be a meger 
thanks for all the time and effort 
which people contributed to 
Homecoming this year. 
All those who worked with me on 
the Homecoming Committee 
beginning back last May, all the 
way to the bartenders and 
cashiers who performed under 
great pressures and every one· 
else, you deserve a pat on the. 
back and more A special thanks 
must go to the Student Union 
Program· Committee and 
members fo the Student Union 
staff whose help was in-
stramental in making 
Homecoming what it was; and I 
commend the entire student 
body, including faculty and 
administrators for the wonderful 
Minutes from the Meeting 
by Mike MacHardy 
At the weekly SGA meeting B.S.C. except G'reat Hill are porvalldisapproval of the 
this past Tuesday, Ray Raposa in under such an authority. . budgets of the twenty-three clubs 
,the Executive Report announced During next summer it is ex-. and organizations at B.S.C. The 
that Governor Dukakis would be pected that dormitory interiors six members of the S.G.A. Ways 
visiting Bridgewater with Paul will be undergoing remodeling and Means Committee had 
Parks, Secretary of Education, . _UI~~er the new D.A. pl~n. _AI,so - previously reviewed each_, 
next Wednesday, Dec. 10. Watch the resignation of freshman organiza- tional budget and made 
for signs in the Student '\J\lION senator Jim Hartz was an- recommendations for cuts 
. for. exact time and location he will nounced. Jim will be leaving depending on fulnds available.,. 
bespeaking. Ray announced ~~t, Bridgewater State to pursue a Tuesday the entire S.G.A. 
a first ,draft of the proposed. vocational career. reveiewed each budget and made 
. Dormitory Authority has beeri The rest of the evening was _"f inal decisions con- cerning' 
drawn up. Presently all dorms at • devoted· entirely to ap-, each ~dividual budget. . 
second semester budgets 
Organization 
Action Center for Women 
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spirit they showed especially at 
the game. 
Thanks also to the football 
team who won the game making 
all things right. 
What really made the weekend 
for me was when I ran into Mrs. 
McGam, assistant to the 
President, and she told me she 
VJEWPOINT: 
had been here twenty-six years 
and that she was glad to see that 
spirit had finally returned to 
Bridgewater. • 
Thanks to all for making it 
such a succes s 
Sincerely, . 
Wayne Goodreault, Chairperson 
Homecoming Committee 
from Bill Avger 
by Mike MacHardy 
The Comment's poke with 
Sophomore Senato:f" Bill 
Auger, cClass of 1978, recently. 
Bill says that his main concern 
with S.G.A. is that students be 
able to get a fair shake. He feels' 
that the students should become 
more involved or at least better 
informed in what's going on in 
the S.G.A. Bill feels that '''there 
isn't a very good link between 
S.G. A_and the student body. 
Students don't give S.G.A.-
enough of their own ideas and 
therefore the senators get little if _ 
any input or feedback from the 
Student bodY,"he explains. 
Bill is on the Ways and Means 
Committee of S.G.A. , which i~ 
d.i.rreriUy lnv01ved In clubs and 
organiztion budgets. Several 
discrepancies in the use of 
?l1t;cated funds to various clubs 
have been discovered by Ways 
and Means. - He is also on the 
Athletic 1 Fees Committee 
which still deciding how the 
money received from this 
semester's Athletic' fee increase 
should be spent. One idea the 
A.F.C? is toying with is the 
feasability of purchasing 2 buses 
to be used for transporting 
students to various events and 
functions. Bill is co-chairperson' 
on the Alternative Living· (co-ed) 
Committee (for which an article 
appears elsewhere in the paper.) 
Any- 'student 
(esp. sojphmores) who have any 
ideas they wish to submit to 
S:G.A. may do so through Bill 
Auger. His Mail box is no; 311. ~ 
Durgin Hall. -Or in his box in 
S.GA . in· the Student Union. 
Jimmy -Carter 
WednesdaYt December 10 
.. . 
of 7:00P. M. 
. Student Union Auditorium 
. Sponsored by. 
s~ U. -Program Committee 
FLYING PIzzA 
Telephone' 697-8631 
·Bridgewater delivery only 
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The Night. Daller: 
lorr! , 'fang I 1mb Dr 
F®r ff~~r~{fiJil®rm '®ff~@llu®M~~ 
JPtr~~®r@~ i®r Warmt@r 
WQtlla ij®~t®rm f®UIk T®U~rmt 
THE NIGHT CALLER 
At the Westgate 
Cinema,Brockton. Directed by 
Henri Verneuil.· Starring Jean 
Paul Belrnonde. 
Give this movie the Tacky Award. 
1975. It has all the cliches of 
an American film a.nd more. The 
Night Caller is. a cheap export 
from France that has borrowed 
heavily from American film,but 
all the borrowings are un-
fortunately better suited for 
droppings. I shouldn't be too 
harsh on the film because it did 
perform one service for me. When 
I think of French Cinema, I think 
of the lovely, touching films of 
Francois Truffaut or Louis Malle. 
But this film shattered my 
iliusions. French film ca.n be just 
as bas and as boring as any other 
nationality. 
In one of the earlier scenes, we 
are presented with a flashback of 
a bank robbery/gunbattle/car 
chase that is loaded with the 
typical catsup blood squi 
rtgunned to the face,bullets that 
travel from gun to victim with the 
speed of a school zone,and police 
cars demolished with machine 
gun fire but yes! the driver 
miraculously survives. To top it 
all off,this diversion that has. 
nothing to do with the central plot 
of the movie,eats up at least 40% 
of the film's time. 
There were a few other tacky 
. effects tha t served fo lighten the 
atmosphere of the film with their 
inadvertent humor. The night 
caller, who only occuppies a small 
part of the film,has a glass eye 
and as such can only see half of 
what is in front of him. Whenever 
we are intended to see through his 
eyes,half the screen is covered 
with a large painted eye· that 
comes straight off a circus 
marquee. It is so absurd that it's· 
hilarious. 
One thing that slightly saves 
the film is the wonderful 
panorama rooftop views of Paris. 
,But since they involve the bank 
robbers and not the night caller.-
the superfluity of their inclusion 
robs them of any meaning beyond 
a pretty postcard pastiche. There 
were also some incredible 
stunts,but again they were either 
so extreme as to be comic or else 
they also had nothing to do with 
the advancement of the plot. 
At the conclusion of this rather 
limp tale,the hero of the film 
remarks: "It doesn't take too 
much brains ,just brawn." The 
same could be said of the making 
of this film, 
by Stephen Jennings 
by Al Silva 
As the' semester winds to a 
close, The For Everyman Cof-
feehouse on Cedar Street in 
Bridgewater will be hosting 
. successive Friday nights of top 
quality entertainment' featuring 
two of Boston's finest female 
. singer/song wriJers,Cathy Winter 
and Betsy Rose. Both Cathy and 
Betsy are seasoned veterans of 
the Boston and New York folk 
circuit and both have been active 
in the cause of woman's rights in 
the area. Cathy and Betsy were 
'diligent workers in the planning 
and coordination of the successful 
Boston Women's Music Festival 
last month 
Cathy will be performing at 
For Everyman on December 5th. 
She is a fine blues interpreter as 
well as a competent songwriter. 
Her guitar techniques are im-
peccable and she possesses a fine 
vocal range.Her repetoire is 
based around folk. blues and 
ragtime and recent engagements 
at Passim's;T.he Name less and 
The First Encounter coffeehouses 
have gained her an enthusiastic 
following around the area. 
Besides being active in the local 
woman's rights movement,Cathy 
has been active on a national level 
this in no way lessens its calibre, . 
The atmosphere is friendly and 
relaxed and at only $1.00 it is the 
conducting guitar techruque' and best entertainment buy around 
women's blues worksho~s at t~e the local area . 
Seco?d Na~ional Women s MUSIC For those Qf·you who may be'·. 
FestIval th~s past summ~r. staying in the local area, For' 
Be~y wIll be appearmg the Everyman will be open during the 
follo~mg ,wee~,December 12th. semester break primarily' as a 
She ]s ~ fl~e plano p~ayer ~~d a place for friends to gather for fllIL 
good gU1~r!~t ~ho WrItes ~rIlliant and conv.ersation. A tentative 
songs .wIth mSIghtful l~rIcs, Her schedule has been formulated for 
~ater~al covers' a WIde range the break period. December 19th 
mclu~mg folk,bl~es,go~pel . and, will feature Chris Lee ,an old 
occasIOnal venturmgs mto J~zz. favorite who has not been.with us 
She has bee~ very well recBIved for over a year. December 26th is 
~t rec~nt gIgS around Boston tentatively lust a Christmas 
mcludI.ng the Na~eless and Party so anything goes with that 
ReflectIOns. The calIber of pe~- .night. January 2nd has been 
~?rmers that volu~teered th~lf scheduled as a games night so 
tIme aHd efforts m connection . ..' 
'th t b f't t h Id brmg your chessbo. ards,Tlsk WI a recen ene 1 con cer e 
at the'Nameles t re 1 B t- g~mes or whatever. January 9th 
, .s 0 pace e WIll feature Jan Garner,another 
sy s stolen eqUIpment attests to r f - 1 g' t . t d both her abilit and her me .. ema e Ul ans an 
Pop la 't y . songwrIter from Boston. Jan has.. 
FUorflthY'se of h . nGt appeared at For Everyman o you w o are f h' . 
unaware, For Everman is located o~ o.ver t. ree years and we are 
upstairs in the' Methodist Parish qllIt~ ~xcited to have her ?a.ck. 
House . behind Boyden Hall. It is AudItIons for those aspIrmg 
open every Friday night at young performers around the 
8:00p.m. and admission is only ca~pus ar~a are held-- every 
$1.00. The coffeehouse has been in FrIdayevemng between 7:30 and 
existence for nine years providing 8 :.15. 
a forum for toP. quaJ)ty en-
tertainment in the fib! folk 
music, poetry and occasional-
drama, The entertainment is 
predominantly local talent,but 
You'll find all fourteen of our guarantees 
spelled out, in writing, ori the back of our sales 
slip. And the lowest prices in New England, on' 
the front. 
Department stores and discount outlets 
are fine places to buy toasters, refrigerators, or 
color tv's. But the logical place to buy a good 
home music system, and to save money, is right 
here at Tech Hifi. 
Especially while our Holiday'Sale is in 
progress. 
We offer the best names in stereo com-
ponents, at really low prices (our Price Protec-
tion Policy guarantees you the lowest price). 
But low prices on quality eompQue.p.ts is. 
just part of what we have in store for you at Tech. 
Come in and ask us about our strong program of 
Customer Satisfaction Guarantees. They include 
a 7-Day Moneyback·Policy, 60-Day Defective 
Exchange, and" 90-Day 100% Trade-In. 
Consider, for example, our $229 system 
with two Studio Design LC25 loudspeakers, 
reliable Glenburn 2110B automatic turntable, 
and a Cambridge Audio 1500. am/fm stereo 
.receiver: IIi spite of its very':ie:asonable price, 
this component music system will outper-
form l. any "compact" or furniture console 
near its price range. Corne in now and' 
take advantage of this great sale-priced 
music system. 
Combrid!lf Audio ~~ GU:NBURN 
Another excellent Tech Hifi system you ' 
can save money on this week features the famous 
KLH 101 loudspeakers, powerful Pioneer Sound 
Project 300 am/fm ·stereo receiver, and the sturdy 
BSR 22~OX automatic turntable, This superb 
system IS on sale this week for only $329. 
375 NORTH MONTELLO STREET' BROCKTON 58'8-9020 tIIANO~ER PLAZA (routes 53&13~}) HANOVER 826~'4546 
1 I, : ',; " I "l } j' : t .. : . ~ , -.' -j ~ .' \;. " 
.. - . .,.-- .......... _---
- ........ - .~ .......... .,_ ...... - -~-------_ . .".-..... -_ .... _ ......... -....-. ... ~ 
"anbora~~. Jiox 
a weekI!' gatbettng 
of uttttlateb artss anb utlcltss 
nrnutgcb nub Litteb bp (frrol ((anant 
.... The ~rockton-Bridgewater music scene has been and still is a 
dls~nal, dlssona~t testament to the Wasteland,but amongst the ruin and 
d~cay of decrep'ld bar bands and synthetic funkers shines a small war-
m~ng. aura of pure talent and professionalism. They call themselvt's 
Mldn~te Frost and they play jazz culled from the impressive likes of 
Her~le Mann,Corea ,Hancock and others plus originals (witness their 
mamc,ex~berant "Outswing Thing," an anthology of takes and riffs that 
coalesces mto a coge~tl;y constructed piece of fusion jaz.zJ Three of the 
band members are orIgmally East Side Kids from the "other side of the 
tracks" of Brockton-Russ Wilkinson,drums; Billy Reggo, keyboards j and 
protean. performer Ted Croce, alto soprano sax,guitar,c1arinet and 
percussIOn. Jeremy Serwer,tenor alto and soprano sax flute clarinet 
and percussion, hails from New Rochelle N.Y. ,and i~ the' present 
manager of the ?and. From Hanover,Mass. comes the fluid,imaginative 
basswork of MIke Petrell. The present lineup of Frost is sti1l in its 
spawning stages,having been together for only a couple of months but 
the guts of the band has seen the performing stage together for close 'to a 
~ year. The newness of the band belies their tight,well managed musical 
. . .. and stage demeanor that would seem to be indicative of an organization 
together for a much longer period of time. In August of this year the 
band played at the prestigious Sandy's Jazz Revival in Beverly' co-
s.tarring with tenor sax man,Eddy "Jaws" Davis. In ~ddi 
tIon,Russ,Ted,an.d Billy have all seen work in the recording studio. 
Togeth.er these fIve schooled musicians create cooking music with an . 
educatIOn that Serwer claims "spans 150 yrs. of musical creation. 
Decem~er 19th and .20th Midnite Frost will be appearing once again at 
the FreIght House In Brockton (no cover). If you like fine music fine ~azz,(altho~gh they readily adapt with occasional funk-bump if the ~lace 
IS dance-orIented), see what gifts have washed upon our famished 
shores j mryth,frankincense and Midnite Frost.. .. and rejoice ... 
.. . sounds from. another land,another time ... A "Sock Hop 50's Nite," 
presented by ArtIculture and the Cambridge Community Center will be 
held December 13th at 8:30 at the Center on 5 Callender St.,off Putnam 
Ave .. The nostalgia evening will feature Little Walter and Charles 
DL"Cember 4,1975 The Comment 
True Revelations I : 
Heretical Machinations in 
a Halfway House of Sin 
TilE DEVIl... IS A WOMAN At the Charles East 
Cinema. Directed by Damiano Damiani. 
Starring Glenda Jackson . 
In Rome there is a hostel that serves 
as a waiting station for foreign visitors 
seeking an audience with the Pope. It also 
serves as a psychic purgatory for a host of 
spiritually demented characters: a prince who 
is physically in love with his sister a heretical 
priest, a Nazi collaborato; and an 
execUtioner's murderous wife, to name a fee. 
They don't seek to escape. Rather, they flutter 
thru the dark halls like butterflies seeking the 
burning candle at the far end. Presiding over 
these pained souls is Sister Geraldine, a sort 
moral group therapist who pins their squir-
ming psyches to her collecting board -with 
religious zeal. 
The Devil is a Woman is an 
Italian film, dubbed of course, aboutre- ligious 
sadomasochism. I~ is a story about a group of 
people who set about to cultivate within 
themselves unbearable guilt and despair in an 
attempt to work out their salvation here on 
earth. Into their midst comes a skeptical 
young writer who sort of happens to wander in 
and here the action begins. Love blooms like 
roses on a grave and brings beauty to the 
graveyard, for a while. All this adds up to a 
very intriguing though not altogether 
satisfying film. Touches of the absurd lace the 
film throughout like strychine,. such as the 
priest who has been waiting for an audience 
with the Pope for sixte~n years and still 
hasn't given up hope. Expressionism appears 
here and there in disorienting camera angles. 
It started out as a strong film but it seemed to 
drag near the end. Much of the action became 
anti- climatic and I began to wish that the point 
of the film could have been made in another 
way. The treatment of the musical score was 
rather interesting. It consisted of a religious 
hymn that was sung at moments of stress in a 
strange staccatto style. As the film 
progressed, the tone of the hymn became 
increasingly eerie until it dawned on me that it 
was the chanting of a black mass. Although 
this film is flawed, it should not be missed 
even if only for the chance to see beautifun~ 
ugly Glenda Jackson perform . 
by Steph~n Jennin~s . 
7 
Laquidara of WBCN,and will include dance contests and screenings of 
rare movies of Little Richard,the Five Satins and many others. Booze and r--.:=----:-:-~---------------------r-------------l 
food will be sold. Prizes will be awarded for those with the best costumes. ...The prestigious "Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists" has revieved the 
Tickets-$2.00 in advance,$2.50 at the door. (further info .. 547-2541..) top level debate,now 30 yrs. old,over the possibility that a nuclear ex-
... here on the homefront,the BSC Choral Society, recently honored with plosion in the atmosphere or deep under the sea could set off a 
an invitation to tour Rumania,will present its annual Christmas Concert cataclysmic chain reaction that might set off fusion reactions, igniting the 
Donce the body 
beautiful 
on Friday December 12th at 8:00p.m. in the Student Union Auditorium. atmosphere and destroying all life on earth .......... Alfred Schleppnik,a 
Directors Davidovich and Asselin have chosen to feature works by Monsanto chemist,has discovered Fresh a~r,a chemical formula-
American composers,Ives, Billings and Pinkham to commemorate the "malodor coimteractants," that blocks the nose's olfactory nerves from 
bicentenniql... __ smelling the odious. Monsanto plans to market the product next 
by Lynn Campbell 
... Alas,the years of self-denial are over. ,forever .~_ .. The latest issue year ....... and lastly, the World Health Organization reports that the har 
of En vironmental Pollution deflates the currently accepted eeo-myth vest~ng and pro(iteering of human blood in 3rdWorld nations is earning 
that colored toilet paper is a major environmental hazard. Scientists in P~OfltS?P to 1,000 % for commercial firms in the developed nation-
Belgium,eager to test its validity,simulated bio-degredation in a mock- s,mcludmg the U.S. The practice began with Central and South America 
up sewer and discovered that the dyes for the colors played no partin the but no~ has spr~ad to include Asia and Africa .. Commercial firms pay 
speed of the paper's break down .. Such good news .. Now you can run out donors m the ThIrd World $2-4 per liter, then sell it to developed nations 
and purchase that naming pink shit paper .. you know,the one that would for $2Q-40 ........... Merry Christmas .. Happy Holidays ............. . 
Are you feeling the pressures 
of finals? The end of the 
semester blahs? . Have you 
forgotten the· simple joys of 
Christmas excitement? If so,we'd 
like you· to join us in our Christ-
mas Processional. We are the 
Modern Dance Club and next 
Tuesday,December 9th at 11:00 
a.m. we will be spreading 
jubilation and dance throughout 
the campus. We'll have bells and 
banners,swags. of greens, 
colorful skirts (pour la femme) 
and. scarfs (pour- l'homme) as 
well as favorite Christmas 
carols for an to Sing. Sound like 
fun.? We'll be meeting at the 
smallgymn and starting around 
11:00. You're welcome to join us 
ther~ .. or. we'll cap Lure your 
be just such a divine match for your hot pink porcelain poodle dispen-
ser.Oh joy ... 
... Hail to these heroes. In a rallying cry against the commercial gar-
bage of that insidious clown-murderer ,the students of San Diego State 
voted 3,000 to 1,000 in a special referendum to bar the miscreant Ronald 
Mac Donald from building an outlet at the school. .. We've got to stop it 
soon,before it's too late. That first squnching of The Big Mac was a splat 
heard round the world, a pickle in the eye of the enemy. Now,at last,it's a 
burg of a different color ... 
... New books on the racks ... Woman and Analysis:Dialogues on 
Psychoanal ytic Views of F~m ininity-ed. by Jean Strouse. Key writing 
about women from Freud to Erikson with responses in counterpoint by 
Coles,Mitchell and other respected professionals ...... Leonard Nimoy 
(Mr .spock) back with his· second collection of poetry and 
photography,"Will I think of You,-McKuenesque in its cliched ap-
proach to everything, but millions love this kind of driveL.... A new 
edition of Wounded Knee for young readers,adapted by Amy Ehrlich, a 
Vermonter ... 
... Ellen Tokaloo,professionally known as E.Marie Francis and an art 
major at BSC will be having a retrospective solo art show of drawings at 
the Bridge water Public LibrarY,beginning December 4th-January 4th. 
MS.Tokaloois the winner of nine national art awards and numerous local 
awards and was last displayed on the BSC campus two years ago in the 
Student Union ... 
... According to a new book on presidential hopeful Henry (Scoop) 
Jackson, called "Scoop: The Life and Politics of Henry Jackson" by Peter 
Ognibene,the senator from Washington belongs to two social clubs that 
discriminate against Jews-The University Club of Seattle (white,male 
and Christian) and the Chevy Chase Club of Maryland,which although 
j having recently admitted jews for the first time,in 1965 when Scoop 
-". joined,jews were'nt" even allowed in the toilets. Fine Presidential 
materiaL .. 
... Joe Cocker,curl'ently recording in Kingston,Jamaica got some fine 
musical assistance from the Wailers,who'll be featured on two of the 
tracks on Cocker's upcoming Ip. Meanwhile,the Wailers should be 
finished with their own album by the end of January for a spring release. 
The few studios in Jamaica are booked solid by British and American 
recording artists searching for the reggae elixir for suc-
cess ...... "Cashbox'" ·is REPORTING THAT Zimmerman's Rolling 
Thunder Revue will be out West in January. This revelatio via John Prine 
via Thunder regular Jack Elliot... 
... You say you want a revolution? Well, not this year,not when one 
observes the present doings of former radicals Cleaver and Huey 
Newton. Newton,after giving up alcohol,turned over a new leaf,much to 
the pleasure of disgruntled Cuban officials and now builds houses outside 
Havana according to New Times maga zine. Cleaver is a recent turnon to 
EST,the fad psychphilosophy that stresses self-reliance ,responsibility 
and positive thinking-a hip version of Norman Vincent Peale ... 
DE 
c.A.MIGOS: 
Add these words to your basic vocabulary 
now, whether or noeyou're planning a trip 















Here at Jose Cuervo, we believe 
an informed consumer is an 
informed consumer. 
~ivelyspiritr~~png;i;~e 'way. ~ 
If your curious about what the 
Dan~~ ClutidoosJ •••.. : .. Alas,the 
answer is near. We iare a mixed 
group· of men,-: 
wornen,students,faculty . and 
community mem~ bel'S that come 
together- every Monday from 5: 45-
7: 30 in the small gymn. We create 
. our own dances,unique for each 
individual under the direction of 
Cora Wells, dance instructor at 
Bridgewater. We've found we can 
dance with just about any object 
or idea. Some things we've used 
have been ladders,parachutes,' 
fabric,water fountains,our own 
names, clothing and music 
created by ourselves as well as 
musician members. This year we 
have been fortunate to have a dul 
cimer ,guitar and a mouthbow in 
the group. In the past we've 
shared the joy of dance with the 
children at Burnell Elementary, 
the college community through a 
. Move Free, the annual Spring. 
performance,the Bridgewater 
Unitarian Church the Brockton 
Art Center and at the Student Art 
Exhibits. We'll be having two 
Open House meetings at the 
beginning of next semester for 
everyone interested in exploring 
crea ti ve expression through 
JOSE CUERV01> TEQUILA. 80 PROOR movement. 
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. We take great in announcing that the work of 
Errol Conant has been selected to be published in the Biannual An-
""\' thology of College Poetry. The Anthology is a compilation of verse 
,,\' written by the college men and 'we:unelt()f"Afiierica, representing every ~ state in the country. Selections were made from many thousands of 
manuscripts sUbmitted. Copies of the Anthology can be obtained by 
sending five dollars for each copy to the National Poetry Press, Box 218, 
Agoura, CA. 91301. Mr. Conant's selection is not only a rewarding 
pel'sonal accomplishment. but an honor for Bridgewate-r State- 'College-, 
whom he actively and successfully represented. Once again, our 
to Errol. 
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Freddie King (RSO Records>: 
Larger than Life 
With the release of Freddie 
King's newest "Larger than 
Life", the now 15 year-old 
tradition of quality, hard-working 
r&b has been hon ed to an 
irrepresibl y fine edge without 
• the loss of extemporaity t~at is 
at the heart of the blue's ex-
citement. Largely a live album 
recorded in Austin, Texas, 
Freddie's home terr ito'ry, King 
has culled material from such 
diverse musical songwriters as 
Bob Dylan, B.B. King and BHly 
Myles, and with the inspired help 
of RSO producers Dar,ell 
Leonard (livetracks) and Mike 
Vernon, given each song 
original, richly textured, and 
tightly charged ensemble 
readings. 
The album opens with the 
gritty, urgent cover of Don 
Covey's own popular "It's better 
to have (and don't need)" 
recorded in Hollywood with the 
studio help of rising young Pete 
Wingfield on keyboards, who has 
his own hit "EightecJl with a 
Bullet", at the top of the Pops in 
England. Airy contrapuntal 
falsettoes comprise the effective 
chorus line, identifying them-
selves as the First Priority. 
Paul Butterfield's "You Can Run 
but You Can't Hide"races horn-
December 4, 1975 
loaded with effective charts 
piloted by Jerry Jumonville and 
.John Thomas among the 5 piece 
horn selection. 
B.B. King's "Woke Up This 
Morning" comes off smooth and 
well-oiled in thislive version that 
is only slightly marred by an 
anemic sololess sax performance . 
by David "Fathead" Newman, 
who occasionally seems to forget 
he's playing. "It's Your Move", 
recorded in England and 
probably originally cut with the-
rest of "Burglar", King's last 
album, employs King's hynotic 
successive chordal strumming in 
league with Sonny Burke1s funk 
clarinet backdrop to elevate this 
Ragavoy original (a veteran ~n 
r&b production and writing) from 
the pIe :bian. to the satisfying. 
Producer Mike Vernon concocted 
King's attemt at disco fame with 
a chunka - chunka "Boogie 
Bump", that is just too infectious 
(witness Melvin Ragins Shaft 
style rythmn guitar) and artfully 
crafted to become the monster hit 
that King and Vernon pine for. 
The whole side two contains 
four live blues numbers, Dylan's 
"~eet Me in the Morning", "The 
Thip.gs I Used to Do, Ain't that I 
Don't Love You and Have You 
Ever Loved a Woman". The 




by Errol Conant 
latter one· of the few covers over to the Robert Stigwood alliterates his particular solo 
featured on "Layla" by Derek Organization, where he met spots abundantly with cliched 
and the Dominoes. Newman's producer ·Mike Ve~!l0n. '1iI. high notes wailing at the proper 
sax solos again trouble with more Sensing the void pr.esent in King's time, all with a paucity of 
pause than play in an effort that sound, Vernon wisely added the technique and craftsmansIiip. 
takes no effort at all. Nothing missing link, tha t not only It's all very unimaginative and 
however, can be disparingly said enlarged musical possibilities but pushes one to constantly return to 
about King's playing which sharpened the emotional field the stereo, turning the volume 
churns and loops in his own with the gritty maturity and class down in increments till not a 
inimitable rythlnic style. that a horn sound exudes. In such sound is heard. 
The Texas Cannonball is riding a satisfying c.re.atiye environment Ex-Beckett singer Terry-
the crest of a second wave of an-d with- the help .of a growing Wilson Slesser grates and pushes 
popularity that began in '1971 appreciative public, Freddie King his voice insensitively, seemingly 
when King and Leon Russel· will almost assuredly return the restricted in· mode with a shot 
crossed paths to eventually favor. He's yet to fail the task. sense of dynamics that only 
produce the strongly rock in- features a loud to louder control, 
fluenced, "Getting Ready" on the' Backstreet Cra wier featuring when the song calls fo r such 
very young Shelter label. Three Paul Kossoff (Atco Records): hoary histrioniCS, of course. 
albums were to follow which were The Band Plays On Drummer Tony Braunagel, 
to further strengthen the link Lacking any breath of bassist Terry Wilson and 
between King and his newly originality either in writing or songwriter - keyboard Mike 
discovered rock audience. Gone execution, "The Band Plays On" Montgomery, - all Americans, 
,however, were the horn charts maintains a constant air of add precious little in' 
that had characterized-bis earlier anonimity shared by the. myriad musicianship to Crawler's flaccid 
work in the 60's with King Federal legions of hard-assed, rock bands but howling bite. And the band 
and later with Cotillion,where he that'populate the present music: marches ploddingly on, crunching 
was produced by King Curtis. era. Steering full speed ahead all . away with the speed of a Bad 
Instead ,predictably, the keyboard available decibels roaring' for a : Co., but without either Paul 
blues boogie of Russel was full ten tracks makes one wish Rodgers or a Simon Kirke to 
ubiquitously present,lending faint this organization would politely' extricate them from the rockpile. 
tracescof country and rural blues crawl back into its spawning hole. The production, h.owever, by 
.in place of the...Chicago city sound The inclusion of fea tured . Crawler themselves, is clear1 
expressively created 'Nith the guitarist Paul Kossoff, once lead clean and able to the task and 
comp1imentoI nOr-fis· King had player from the inspiring Free remains the. sole listenable 
been· familiar with. In late 1974, band from England, lends little to quality for this Ip. Now if we were 
King switched labels, moving this painful lark. Kossoff 'just able to enjoy the music. 
The Bridgewater state College Children's Theatre is announcing 
tryouts for its 1975-76 production ETC. Tryouts will be held Monday, 
Tuesday, and Wednesday, January 12,13 and 14 (immediately after 
vacation) in the Student Union Auditorium. The production is an original 
musical by Glen and Suzanne Clancy of Medfield, and concerns amusing 
mixups of situation and identity. . .' 
Dr. Richard Warye, Professor of Communication 
Arts will direct and Assoc. Prof. Dorothy Ferry of the DeJl3rtment of 
Music will be musical director. The cast includes eight major roles plus, 
a chorus of singers and dancers. Tryouts are open to ALL BSC students, 
and the production is mounted in conjunction with the Ensemble 
Theatre. Production dates are March 4 through 19, 1976. As in former 
years, 7 performaces will be given in the Union auditoriun and the show 
the n will travel to several neighboring towns. Cast and crew members 
must be willing to participate in performances during the first week of 
the college's spring recess. Further details about tryouts will appear on 
flyers during the forthcoming final exam period, or contact Dr. Warye. 
The convenience' 
of a checkin2 account-
earn interest 
like a savings account. 
Come in and inquire 
ahout our NOW accounts 
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Meeting in the Rathskellar 
at 11:00 a. m., December 9 
1975, with Mr. Thomas Wals 
Registrar •. ' 
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_ Flowers _ 
,Delivered Anywhere. 
~~~~~~~~YOU·W~~Ii"N~A~M·E~~~1M 
each month an information card on next ~A:-;D;-;D:;R~E"(;S:t;S-----------­
months tape. If I do not want that selection, CITY 
I mark the appropriate box and mail tha card ZIP 
back. I will only receive the selections that OCCUPATION 
interest me and I have prepaid for. I under- COLLEGE 
stand the card must be mailed back within 
STATE 
PHONE 
10 days. Mail to CREATIVE AWARENESS INC. 
CHECK ,HERE IF YOU 00 NOT WANT TO _. 
BE LISTED IN THE DIRECTORY 0 5OJO Paradise Ad. Suite A-lOJ 




by Dan Milausk~s 
These are students of -is cailed th~ hammer stone'-a-ndTs' 
Professor Mueller's Intro to used to strike the other rock as did 
Archaeology. The stu dents are the student with the sledge 
attempting to duplicate the stone hammer. Inl this manner, he will 
tools and artifacts made by Stone get flakes off the rock which is 
Age man. being hit which can be worked 
This field trip was just one of into tools. '.1, 
the many taken in the These stuaeflts are perfecting 
Bridgewater area which included their stone flakes into 
surveying specific areas looking predetermined tools. perfecting 
for evidence of pre historic and theflake consists of thinning and 
historic sites. One field trip went shaping the stone to the. degree 
as far as New Hampshire to visit desired, utilizing things such as 
the historic site of an 18th century bones or antlers to create 
glass factory where an actual serrated edges On the flake. 
arch aeological dig was in the These last stages are the most 
process. Th~)?tud.~ntS"Joined in, difficult since mistakes' and 
applying what was learned in breakage can occur if improperly 
class to the field. hit. 
Professor Mueller, who holds a The prehistoric man was able 
PhD. in anthropology, is also an to make a perfectly functioning 
associa te professor of an- 'and useful stone tool in less than 
thropology at the college. He 30 minutes. The students of 
illustrates to the students how Professor Mueller's class were 
I stone age man and his lifestyles much less skilled and talented in 
ha ve changed through his this art and ended up with many 
existence in pre' historic times. failures of flake tools with only a 
millions of years ago. He . also few good ones to show for their 
touches on the historic past of long and toil some effort; 
.man up to the near present. however, . these' ·wouldn't even 
This past field trip was located measure up to prehistoric man's· 
on the railroad tracks next to the' standards. 
Great Hill parking lot and waS the 
follow-up t6 several class lectures 
dealing with arti facts and stone 
tools, including the process of 
making them, types made, style 
changes, where found, and who 
actually made them .. -~. 
One student uses the sledge 
hammer as an'unconventional but 
~ n10dern nneans (the last resort 
due to the incompetence of 
modern man) for speeding up the 
process of breaking the rock to 
get desired fragments. - .. The 
'breaking of rocks is not ei.vy for 
an inexperienced 'amateur since 
he does not know how to 'strike a 
WBIM-FM 91 .5 
RADIO IN BRIDGEWATER 
NEEDS YOU FOR 
NEWSCASTING: 
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, 
FRIDAY NOONTIME NEWS; 
ATURDAY AFTERNOON NEWS 
SUNDAY NOON NEWS; 
ALSO: SGA REPORTER. 
CLASSICAL MUSIC 
FREAKS 
we Ire looking for one serious 
Classical Music Freak t&---.·,.. 
produce a Classfcal Mu~i~ 
-Series based on the required 
of SSC's Music lit. classes. 
Contact Jack Correa· 
Program Director WBtM 
_ ., ... ~ •• ~'. _: " , '_ f .' ~, ,., :.:l' ; ~ .. J 
... ___ ... __ ... ___ ... no~" ... ~ ... a_ ..- _____ .. - - - ... ~ - - - - - - - - ~~ ... '"' ....... - - ...... .,.. - - ~ .. .- -,.., - - ~ - ---
Student Art Show 
Preview 
The Student Union Gallery will 
be th~. setting , 
for the bi~~nual Student Art 
Show. The show, a composite of 
works chosen from classes in 
both the day andDCE sections, is 
to be an exceptional exhibition. 
As in all the showings, the art-
work is student produced and 
offers a wide range of mediums. 
Drawings, prints, sculpture, 
painting, metalwork, jewelry, 
weaving, basic~design and' 
ceramics are the major forms to 
be represented. The works will 
be a combination of every class 
with contributions from many 
students. The showing, the 
second ' of the art majors 
program, is an impressive 
exhibit. The art in this par-
ticular show will be the last 
group of works from the studios 
in Boyden Basement. Next 
semester" all studios and 
exhibitions will be located in a 
handsome new facility, the old 
Humanities building. Much 
excitement is apparent as the 
Art Department prepares to 
move its' quarters across· the 
way. 
The show will run December 8-
18, Monday through Friday 9am 
to 4pm, Monday. and Tuesday 
evenings, 6:30-8:30., An opening 
reception for all members of the· 
College Community is scheduled 
Monday, December 8, 7-10pm 
where viewers may speak to the 
Art professors. Refreshments 
will be served. It is expected that 
the entire college will visit the 
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BEARS WANTED 
The MAA needs people to wear the 
bear costumes at the home basketball 
an_d _ho~key games. Apply at MAA 
I'l)ailbox in the· Info Booth or see 
'Tic' Mansur. 
. A delicious Sirloin Steak 
. plus 
golden brown French Fries 
plus 
1 frosty pitcher of beer 
plus 
-all the salad-you want to make. • ,. 
Steak, pitcher of beer and nlore. Now only $3.95. 
. Sunday through Thursday, with this ad' 
EMERSONScrn 
Cocktails, wine and beer available. ' BSC 
Newton 
"114 Beacon St. 
(617) 964-2029 
Lawrenc·'e 
75 Winthir'op Ave. 
(617) . 68)-1631 
'.~y 
15.Newbury St.; N 
Randolph Routes 1 & 128 N 
493 'High St. (617) 535-0414 
(617) 986-4810p." i • d 
- rOVl ence 
1940 Pawtucket Av~ 
Routes,44 & lA 
.. 401)" 434-6040 
.. 
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CLISSIFIBDS 
for sale 
Brand name stereo components 
for less: Pioneer, Niko, Sansui, 
Sony, Dual, Philips. BSR, OHM A 
Advent, JBL KLH, plus many 
more. Contact Jim Kelly 697-3983. 
1968 Pontiac stativn wagon. Good' 
condit. $350. Call Carlie, 378-3570. 
New and for sale- cheap Norelco 
sunlamp. also Ambassador bake 
and broil small oven. Both great 
for dorm tapt. Call Susan D. 
nights. 697-2906. 
1970 Mustang fastback - 302, 2 
barrel, 3 speed; standard, 4 mags 
and 2 snow tires included. Good 
condition. $300. Call 252-4220. 
Geat car! Need money and must 
sell; 1963 Gaaaxie 500 air con-
ditioningand ShOCkS', power 
ste~ring, windows, brakes; newly 
pamted, new exhaust great 
Christmas present; only $475. 
Call 585-2855. 
"Resume Guidebook'! booklet 
: tells how , when and where of 
locating job: Prospects, resume 
wri~g, interview~ng tecluiiques. 
ConcIse . and comprehensive. 
$2.75 Medcon, 92 Taxiera Rd., 
Stoughton, Mass! 020'l2 
lost & found 
Lost - a set of keys with a strip of 
leather with the word Taurus on 
it. If found please return to 
Comment Office. 
Guitar-to the person who ripped 
off a guitar in room 101 during 
T.G. break Please return it I 
borrowed it from home, If you 
don't and Ifound you stole it- I'LL 
KILL YOU never been more 
serious (rm 101) 
wanted 
Need cash! Get cash for your 
used records, call Gil at 697-4282 
between 9 and 12 a.m., Mon. - Fri. 
Buyer for Harvard Square Store .. 
Tickets to Christmas Ball. 
WOULD REALLY AP-
PRECIATE A PAIR! Call Toni at 
697-4609 or leave a message at the 
COMMENT Office. 
housing 
Female roomate needed to share 
modern 2 bedroom apartment at 
Waterford Village. Ap-
proximately $130 a month. CLL 
Judy, 697-8432 after 3 p.m. 
ride/riders 
I need a ride to Brown University 
in Providence R.I. any weekend. 
Will share expenses. Please call 
Nancy, rm. 318 Great Hill. Ext. 
374 
personels 
Margot - MTTAO SAYS HI: 
COME BACK SOON! Mexicali 
Bill 
Tom - How did you manage to get 
thru Thanksgiving without get-
ting eaten? G.K. 
Marc, I really want to get to know 
you much better. I enjoy talking 
to you and I I hope you will talk 
more to me in the future. A 
Borrowed Book 
Chuck N. - I'm so sorry. Jdidn't 
read your personal to me until 
11/21. I feel like a fool. Forgive 
me! I love you. You-Know-Who 
E.C. - Is it true that you spent 
your summer between Provin-
cetown and Fre Island? A Friend . 
Tony P. - I love you so whenever 
you're ready ... ; 
To Pete - I love you so much that I 
could burst. I love being with you, 
we enjoy a nything and 
everything we do and that's 
great. Just know you are around 
makes my days filled with 
sunshine. Love alwa.ys, Suzie 
Derum - Happy birthday on the 
19th. Remember you are not 
getting better, you are just get-
ting older. Love Me .. 
. -.-. 
Clas s ilia d Id Farm 
. 
Circle head!ng: Wanted 
.. 
For Sale Lost & Fou~d 
Housing Ride/Riders Wanted ~ 
Personal other 
Ad to read as foHows: .. 
Classifieds are free-for all students, faculty, staff and 
and admInistration of BSC 
For aU others, rates are /J5¢ per word. 
Name Phone 
Address Total Enclosed 
, . 
To the Ensemble Theatre- MRRY 
Christmas or Happy Hanukah or 
whatever. See you next semester. 
The Star 
Hey Cancerkids - Break a leg! 
You've got a hit on your hands. I 
know you will knock 'em dead. Te 
Star 
Ree - In regards to #3; How did 
you know? -
EDY, You are the sunshine or" my 
life. Love, EDY, 
Apple, HA) 2nd yr. anniversary! 
Time .. flys quickly and I'm glad 
I've sent my time with you. I love 
you now as I loved you then but 
only more. Love, Your Candy 
Hi Tiger, "growl". Your Kitten is 
sending you a "purr". If yon 
continue to get more handsome 
I'm going to have a tough time 
keeping away the females from 
y'ou. Love, your Kitten 
To my Teddybear - I'm feeling 
cuddly; I get that way around 
you. HAPPY two yr. aniversary 
you adorable, cute, cuddly, kind, 
handsome, sexy, delicious 
sensitive, corny, sweet, beast. ' 
Love you tons and tons, Tuzie 
You know who - Received your 
November 21 letter - meet me g 
p.m. Mn., Dec. 8th in the game 
room - Thanks, C.N. 
Dear chic; No more HASSLES! 
The worst is over - keep hoping 
that and it will be so. Remember 
have a good 3rd, be carefull; the 
world is full of trickery and 
deceit ... Always be at peace 
with yourself, strive to be 
HAPPY... I'll miss you! Love, 
P'ETE 
Dear "H"; HAPPY #I!!! TEH 
BIG I !.! ! I knew we could make it, 
and I thank you for that. Thanks 
for making this past year one of 
the HAPPIEST years of my life .. . 
A 1/2 ton and 112 ton makes ... 1 . 
ton. I Love you!! - Pete 
Phil M. - I am so happy that I got 
to know you, it's RISTIKULOUS! 
And if I'm not telling the truth, 
may lightning strike me so I fells 
. down and gets dead! Now 
wouldn't that be as mental as A 
Boy and his Dog! Maryanne G. 
Donna Marie: With the F.A. (Not 
really). I'll read your LEVIS 
anytime. 7 more months and 
you'll be my little "Lobster Tail". 
Forever, T.C. 
Gang~ May the 12 days ofX-~as 
bring you hope and good cheer 
for the coming New Year. Let's 
make next semester better than 
ever you guys are the greatest. 
SJL 
Terry; Do you remember 
homecoming kick-off party a,t 
Canoe Club? I do; I'd like to talk 
to you sometime. Call Larry (826-
4603) 
Dear "H" If you should ever fall 
short of your desires-call on' me 
I'll be here If you should ever 
miss the arms that use to hold you 
so close; ar the lips that use to 
toch yours so tenderly- just· 
remember what !told you the day 
Iset you free. Ain't noo mountain 
high enough to keep me fro; m 
you. I LOVE YOU Pete 
Dear Towel. Lady and B.B. 
especially, and others to whom,it 
concerns, H.C. is dead, so start all 
over again , Have a Merry 
Christmass and a Happy H. 
Joannie-Welcome back! Did you 
do your little dance and 
make"The GUARDS" crack up? 
MH; love the do! A MH: lovelhe 
do! About time! Enjoy the rah 
rah! Love Chris 
.. 
The Quad; show a little Christmas 
spirit- paarty!W.T. JC &Chris 
Hey Vic Thanks ~'for doing mmy 
frog. Just one question -How could 
you stand it? Isn't it amazing how 
one can find -ways to occupy and -
mind around here? Thanks again, 
You r not really there - Fellow 
Lab Student 
Dear Sue If you only knew , you 
wouldn't be so kind If Itold yoon 
you would laugh but Ireal do. 
always Dave 
Breck, the glory of friendship is 
not the outstretched hand nor the 
kindly smile, nor the joy of 
-companionship; it is the 
spiritual inspiration that comes 
to one when she discovers· that 
someone else believe in her and 
is willing to trust her. Love- A 
Friend! 
To J.P. AT THE M.M.L. (Morgan 
Memorial?): Stop trying to ;ick 
, . Byron; Imiss you when are we-
going to make the cubicle shake 
Don't let Laurie catch on . Fallen 
Angel 
. up the security guard by writing 
anonymous notes. That's my 
area! Well ... I guess it's alright 
as long as you leave the IIRED" 
one for me. A "RED" fan (Alias 
Auntie) . 
Helen K. - What do you mean 
former employment. I heard 
Katie picked up yo~r option and 
gave you a raise. Dilly 
To the BIO Major with the sexy 
beard, I have been secretly in love 
with you for longer than I could 
say. Smarten up! Another of your 
kind but different 
To the guy with the glasses and 
cap- in the S.U. cafe mornings 
MWF - stop 'staring and start 
acting! Time's too short, let's not 
waste it. A starer-backer 
To the girls in the Brown House -
you think you can pull the "toilet 
paper"·overmy eyes but I see and 
know all. Perhaps we can make 
a deal and then I will "see no evil 
and tell no evil". Signed - The 
BOOKWORM DETECTIVE 
Dr. Hec - Thankx for the "use" of 
your artistic ralents - couldn't 
have done it WitlioufY0'b1<---
Karen, have a Happy 19th. I sure 
'wish it were your l8th.though, 1st 
of all because I could throw in a 
few jokes and second, because 
you would be a.freshman. Keep on 
squinting! M.D. 
Karen, hope you have a Happy 
·19tli Birthday. Deb 
Hey Squash-toes thanks allot for 
all the help you gave me when 
Iran out of gas. However, next 
time a little bit more than a honk 
and a toothy grin would be ap-
preciated. Donna 
Dear Squashtoes, IwanLto meet 
you as soon as possible . lv'e 
heard all about you. Let's find·a 
couch that shakes. Maybe Il'll see 
you in front of the Science 
building. Love Joannaand'Oh Oh 
Birds .. 
Dear OH OH Birds, Iheard you 
caught an ancient Eygptian 
disease which was prevalerit . 
about the time of Soloman Sure 
niss you down at Katies. If isn't 
th~ same here withhout you. 
Mustached Cuties Alter ego. 
To my new seatie heart ,where 
have you been hiding lets get it 
on and realy have a great time 
shaking that couch. Love Your 
Fallen Angel 
To Margof; Forgett the w.ind· 
dates The last one had hen 
_s~ei?g.eye dog attack me. 
o 
Mario- so it's . your lath Now 
you're a women Ive been waiting 
for a ggod chance to get to know 
you much better . Let's get 
together. Your secret Love. PHs 
Mr. Daltry- JimmyP. ~ayhave 
two pathsthat one can go by but 
the space lady doesn't want to 
change the one she's on . My 
stairway to heaven began on 
. August 14 may it never end Love 
Lady . 
Chris; we did quite a bit of work 
last Friday. Ihope all that brain 
power wasn't wasted Thanks for 
your help through tout the 
season. It was grealtly ap-
preciated and needed !Wendy· 
Toni- Happy Birthday you little 
nerd. DT&SS 
Pete; you are the sunshine of my 
life Don't worry about the future. 
It will jus t be an eclipse the t will 
pass with time. I'm sure the sun' 
won't set. Down with the warden. 
"H" 
C&C rm 66 wood; good luck you 
guys it's been real; thanks for all 
the under standing youve shown 
me I'll miss you. Keep in touch. 
Love Di. 
Excuse me suzie, my desk is 
falling apart do you think you can 
find the time to fix it. MAN IN 
WAITING 
Joe; Merry Christmas (if you hav 
e lasagna at thanksgiving, what 
do you have at Christmas?OOO) 
HO!HO! Many pld-diddles S.S 
Haram for athis college being so 
zany! ! signed the freshman in the 
4th registration group. 
C. H. Happyy Birthday! !know 
this is a little early but this is the . 
last issue before breakt Hope it's 
a good one . I'll miss you over 
vacation - behave· and never 
forget 316! 
To the Bern Holy Turkey Robin 
what's you're drift? Keep smiling 
The ggod times have justhegun. 
Remember OUl"· cheap thrills -
L Piglet. 
Hey Suzzie , my shelf is kindo f 
empty, think you can lend me a 
few trophies. Ionly, pla~ed.one year. .. .. .. . 
To Jawsie & Pate, The .zaniest· 
buzzheads Iknow ! ! Keep on 
buzzing 
. Old lady Mary ok soY9U don't like 
personals - Iwon't write any more 
to you. Just thought you might 
want to know what it feels like to 
have your name in the paper. Just 
Kidding! Merry Christmas 
Sunshine -' the warmth and 
friendship which radiates from 
your love is the most important 
thing in my . life- forgive me for 
trying to keep it. "You and I" was 
my favorite dream but Iguess we 
all have to wake up sometime. Be 
happy -have peace Remember -
love is eternal COR13 
Ha~ - I heard yo~' are portraying 
an mtelligent, sensitive stud in 
Moonchildren. What a case of 
anti-type casting. The Star· . 
BFian .: Come on now; don't get all 
huffed up .. TRN ABOUT IS FAIR 
PLAY, AND YOU KNOW IT. The 
Star 
Kevin- Happy Birthday on the . 
19th.. Remember; your'e not 
gettmg better, yaur'e Just getting 
older. Love, Me. 
Announcement, Announcement! 
Cheryl Buskey is not the"Star. 
Guess again, people. 
ClASSIFIEDS 
Must be Sig~ed 
.....No more than' 
2 personels 
per person 
BY BILL SWIFT 
Having just seen one of 
the final dress rehearsals of 
MOONCHILDREN, all I can say 
is that those of ')tQU who have 
already purchased tickets are in 
for an incredible experience. 
And those of you who haven't. 
bought them yet, do so now 
because you will be missing 
something really good if you 
pass the chance up. 
The play deals with the lives of 
a bu'rich' of college students living 
together during the height of the 
protest era of the late sixties. 
Truth and illusion are combined 
together and the result is mind 
boggling. You never know what is 
real and what isn't. Also the 
blend of comedy and drama is 
most effective. The lighter 
moments are hysterically funny 
and yet the serious points are the 
epitome of high drama. 
, , 
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ILDREN 
The cast that Dr. Stephen 
Levine has assembled and 
molded all give excellent per-
formances, without exception, 
The best showings come from 
Dennis O'Neil, Carla Rae 
Beshaw, Mark Cartier, Carol 
Baldwin and Hanle Woronicz. 
What impressed me the most was 
the fact that all ot" t!he characters, 
from- lead down to walk on are 
made to be equally important in 
the eyes of the audience. 
r 
Technically the show is also 
unusual. In striving for a sense of 
realism a set was constucted over 
the orchestra pit and into the 
audience, and it was made to 
resemble an actual room, com-
plete with ceiling, which adds a 
rather unusual angle to this 
unusual play. The music that is 
played between each scene is not 
only nice to listen to, it's also 
functionaL The chosen songs, 
taken from hit tunes of that 
period, are very appropriate to 
what has just transpired onstage. 
Needless to say, this is a great 
show and will provide an en-
joyable evening of entertainment 
that no one is likely to ever forget. 
It's almost worth it just to sit 
there and listen to the actors 
swearing their @*#&¢%! heads 
off. But th ere is much much 
more to the show then that so 
come and see it. You won't regret 
it. . The play leaves a lot of 
unanswered questions in your 
mind. . 
My biggest question is whether 
or not these characters are for 
real. The answers are left up to 
you. Do you know? 
4 The Comment De 
HOCKE'Y~TEAMSPLITS 2 a letter to 
by Kevin Hanron 
Bridgewater State travelled to 
the West Suburban Arena in 
Natick twice in 2 weeks to open 
their 1975-76 campaign, debuting 
with a 6-3 loss to Babson and then 
In th? second period, ~elly 
~asted httle time in notching his 
fIrst career hat trick, as a 20-ft. 
power play slapshot sent BSC 
ahead, 3-2, at the 2:12 mark. 
by Joe Sllvi 
Dear Jungle Jim, 
1unglt 1im 
Warrior lead extended to as much 
as 22 points before the final of 80.: 
62. 
. r~bounding for an exciting 9-5 
vIctory over archrival . 
At 5:09, the Bears' Milton line 
(will someQ,ne please think of a 
nickname for it?) showed its 
explosive potential when it scored 
the first of three goals in a span of 
~7 ~econd~. A 25 ft. wristshot by 
JUnIor center Pat Galvin sent BSC 
ahead, 4-2, followed six seconds 
Bridgewater, as his checking 
against Framingham was solid 
throughout the game.. . . 
Assistant Captain Chuck Healey 
came through in the clutch before 
the Babson conest as he solved the 
engine troubles of the bus. thereb 
yearning the title of assistant bus 
mechanic ... B,rian Fahey had six 
assists against Famingham, tying 
a record set last year by linemate 
Congratulations on your 200th 
victory ... but in reality who 
cares? The Bridgewater Bears 
would rather celebrate the in-
vention . of the insect repellant 
then celebrate one of your vic-
tories. You might have beaten us 
80-62 last Tuesday night in your 
own gym but we scared you, for a 
while at least. Your team came 
out cocky. We saw you laughing 
Jung, you have a pretty good 
ball club there but do~t forget to 
mark February 5 on-yoUr favorite 
calendar when you have to come 
here and play us. 
. Framingham State. 
On November 24, the Bears 
. were overwhelmed by a strong 
_ Babson team after jumping off to 
a 3-1 lead as late as 16:24 of the 
second period. Milton's Pat 
Galvin (22 goals last season) 
netted two goals and Brian 
Hanlon added another as 
BSChung . on to the lead despite 
being outshot ~:~ a two to one 
margin. I 
But at 16:25, the Babson on-
slaught began with Jim Coughlin, 
Del Adams and Jeff Andrews 
scoring in a span of 2: 18 ~) give 
the Beavers a 4-3 lead at the end 
of two periods. 
Then, despite some' out~ 
standing goaltending by BSC 
captain Jack Foley ()'J sales), 
Bill Ahearne and Sott .i<'netag lit 
the lamp to give Babson a 6-3 
victory in their home opener. 
Last Tuesday night the Bears 
again travelled I r l\fatick for a 
match with fa} 
Framingham State, ~ .. _ ,i',dmS 
have had the hex over BSC for the 
last three years, winning 5 of the 
last 6 games with Bridgewater. In 
addition, the Bears expected a 
tough game after Famingham 
had defeated Babson the night 
before. 
But, at long last, Bridgewater 
put everything -together to give 
the Rams a" well deserved 
thumping by a score .of 9-5, 
Framingham did get off to a 2-1 
lead midway through the first 
stanza on the strength of goals by 
Chuck Foster and Al Ruelle 
sandwiched around a BSC goal by 
Weymouth's Paul Kelly. 
Then, at 13:13, the Bears 
scored the first of six consecutive 
goals enroute to victory. On this 
play, >sophomore defenseman 
Paul Kelly wheeled around a 
Framingham defender at the red 
line, skated in just across the blue 
line, and then sent a 30-ft. slapshot 
screaming past goalie Ken Frates 
into the lower right corner. 
by Karen Tewksbury 
The BSC Women's Swim Team 
will open their 1975-76 season this 
week with their first dual meet at 
BSC against Boston College on 
Thursday ,December <I at 6:00 
,PM. In theil' second year as a 
team,the girls face a harder 
schedule' com~eting against 
strong teams such as 
UMass,Univ. of New Hampshire 
and Southern Connecticut. Their 
schedule will consist of nine dual 
meets and a cou})le of relay 
meets. Under the fine coaching 
ability and enthusiasm of Bill 
Walker the team practices daily 
for these meets. Assistant coach 
Jan Ward,a BSC graduate and 
1915 alumni swim team member 
,has also been added to the team. 
The team's co-captains are 
senior Eileen McNamara and 
j~,nior Cindy Stewart. Coach Bill 
,: ;:Jker hopes to do as well as last 
I year ,even with the tougher 
schedule. He enthusiastically 
n~marks,"We only lost one senior 
so out:'. tcam has tremendous 
swim~~g power from retuming 
i 
f 
, later by a Doug Maiden goal and 
th~n yet another at 5: 26 by the . 
MIlton freshman, putting BSC 
ahead, 6-2. 
The same line was on the ice at 
10:44, when Brian Fahey set up' 
Steve (Slapshot) Parker for a 25-




footer that beat the Framingham The Bridgewater State College 
netm~nder. Men's Varsity Swim Team 
Goals by the Rams' Dave initiated its 1915-76 campaign on 
Ke~ivan, Ben Otaviani and Doug a high note by capturing a third 
Hunter brought Framingham place finish in the four year 
within 2 goals, 7-5, at 17:59 of the college division at the Sixth 
final stanza, but the Milton line Annual Great Dane Relays at 
can:e right back at 18:56 as Doug Albany State University. 
MaIden notehed his hat trick. The Bears received clutch 
Chuck Healey finished off the performances from starters and 
Bears scoring with jus t 6 seconds reserves to . overtake Plattsburgh 
left in the game, giving BSC -a State for the trophy. Coast Guard 
very £.taisfying 9-5 triumph. I took top honors,followed by 
CROSSCHECKING--The Renssalaer Poly tech., the 
icemen have to play 4 consecutive . Bears,Plattsburgh,Albany 
. road games-befo.re,coining home State,Binghampton State, and 
on Wednesday, Janual'y 14 for a Ne'N· Paltz State. 
retum match with Framingham In a fifth place tie after the first 
State at Crossroads Arena (game fo~r events,the Bears began to 
~ime 7:30 p.m.>. The 4 games ~am momentum by taking third 
mclude matches with Fitchburg ~n the 1-meter diving relay,third 
State (tonight), Worcester State In the 800 fr~estyle relay, first in 
(6:30 p.m. Saturday) and Army the 600 individual medley 
(next Tuesday). The Fitchburg relay,fourth in the 200 freestyle 
game will be broadcast on relay, and fourth in the 400 
WBIMFM starting at 7 p.m. while medley relay,ahead of the 
the Army game will also be Plattsburgh Cardinals. 
beamed back to Bridgewater • This is the fourth consecutive 
starting at 6:<15 p.m. . . . year the BSC mermen have 
Goaltender Jack Foley and returned with hardware from the 
defenseman Paul Kelly deserve Great Dane' Relays,which has 
special mention for their play in proven to be a fine tune-up from 
the last 2 games. Jack has made' fall training. . 
67 saves and is the k~y play.er in a The Bears wUI innaugurate 
style of team play that allows the their 1975-76 dual meet season on 
opponent to take qui~e a few shots Saturday, Dec. 6 at Amherst 
from 25 feet and out. Paul has Coll~ge,travel to the U.S. Coast 
established_himself a'S one of the Guard Academy Relays the 
top defensemen in the following day, and travel to Tufts 
Massachusetts State College on Monday,Dec. 8. They will close 
Ahietic Conference .... Canton's out first semester hosting 
Bill Humphrey showed that his southeastern Massachusetts on 
size will be a big help to fhursday Dec.' 11,at 7:30 Pl\f. 
Women's 
. on the bench before the opening 
tap. Then centers M Mike Sarfield 
(Boston) and WaTt Driscoll (BSC) 
squared off at mid-court and the 
1975-76 basketball season for the 
ears commenced. Let' me remind . 
you Jungle what happened. 
The Warriors' gained the tap 
but turned the ball over quickly to 
the visitors. Down court the Bears 
went, where Steve Jantz hit Walt 
Driscoll for an easy lay-up and 
BSC led 2-0. The teams basically 
exchanged baskets for a while 
from there as both teams were hot 
from the floor in the early going. 
The Bears slowly edged away 
from the Warriors, taking as 
much as an 8-point lead mid-way 
through the first half at 22-14. But 
that point however, the Bears 
were outscored 23-11 to half- time 
but were still only down 37-33. 
The Bears hit only 3 of their last 
10 shots in the first half but still 
ended up hitting 50% of their 
shots. 05 for 30). In the:second 
half, Boston State· performed a 
flashback from last year when 
they extended their lead almost to 
the point of blowing the Bears off 
the court. Bridgewater was 
outs cored in -the first'six or so 
. minutes of the second half, 19-6. 
. Include the last ten minutes of the 
first half and the Bears were 
outscored42-17. Jungle, your team 
was now playing well. Boston 
state continued to hit those of-
fensive boards and were con-
tinually able to get second, third, 
fourth, and fifth chances at a 
basket. The Bears offensively 
could. not set up their plays c • 
properly. In the first half they 
were running their plays with 
efficiency but in this half BSC 
played as 5 individuals putting up 
relatively poor shots. The 
Yours Truly, 
Pino 
P.S. Your picture" in the Globe' 
~as ugly ... but it was definitely 
you. 
. " :~:~:~:~:~:~:~:!:~:~:~:!:;:;:;:;:;::::::::: 
AROUND THE RIM 
Walt Driscoll led BSC scorers 
with 14. points. He also led the 
team in rebounds with 11... Jantzie 
had 8 assists in the game '" The 
WBIM crew of Tom O'Brian Tic 
'M . . ' 
, ansur as commentators and Syd 
Tufts as engineer were on hand 
for their first broadcast of the 
season. As usual they did a fine 
job ... Butterflies wereverymuch 
prevalent tlrroughout the whole 
team before the game .. Though 
the Be~rs lost, it is good to get 
that first game under their belt ... 
Bears lost mainly in the 
. rebounding department where 
B?ston had a 59-41 advantage, 
thIrty-two of which were offensive 
rebounds.' At one time the 
Warriors had 5 cons.ecutiveof-
fensive taps before sinking. the 
bucket... ,BSChad only one free 
throw in the second half and that 
was on a technical foul shot by 
Mark O'Connor. Altogether 
Boston had 16 free throw attemts 
to BSC's 6 ... Bears will be home 
tonight (Dec. 4) againsf Salem 
State, and will play at Fitchburg 
on DC. 8 .: 
Happy Holiliays 
'from . th'e .... 
,COEJ?- RECREATION 
ASSOCIATION 
Look in January for 
the schedule of 




ski down to the 
lettermen-Sandy Kapp,Kl'is 
Lattimer:and Cindy Stewart-! 
along WIth a large supporting i 
cast. Incoming freshmen' 
Charlene Raduazo(freestyle) and' 
Jackie Long (one meter and three 
meter diving) add more skill and 
stregth to the team." Coach Bill 
has 'confitlence in his swimmers 
as he again exclaims. "We have 
a strong team with a lot of depth 
and we hope to do very well this 
season." 
The girls have been practicing 
for several weeks already in 
preparation for" the BC coed-
relays that took place last 
Tuesday,in which for that night 
they' joined forces with the guys' 
team. Then tonight<Dec. 4)they 
face the Boston College team in 
BSC's pool to officially open' 
their swimming season to YOU 
the Bridgewater swimming 
audience.So ... conie tonight at 6 
to see the BSC girls 'Do it in the 
pool! !' 
• ~ < 
II_,~IJ'~ f(-;. / .~'.'. 'I. ~'I"', lA-:l;\ 
~-=. ~k .', .; .•.. .. :: I, 'l 
20'1, off skis, boots, poles', bindings 
clothes with BSC 1.0. 
Monday Nov" 17 
Monday Dec., 8 
rt, 1 8 East~ridgewater 
378-3060 . 
Master Charge, Bank' 
Arne ri co rd-,I ay ow ay s 







by Jue Silvi 
QUES:Were you surprised by 
this . season overall? 
COACH: I felt we would be 
competitive and we were.We 
knew the offense would have to 
carry the team more than it did 
last year. Our biggest problems 
were filling in the linemen that 
·left us last year.Rich Floren-
ce Jim Shea Tom Giusti among 
others were' very good linemen 
who were hard to replace ... For a 
team that doesn't give out 
scholarships we did rather w_ell. 
QUES: Were you dissappointe~ by 
any facet of this year's ~eam? 
COACH:Defensive backfIeld was 
a little. weak for us but actually 
the league improved tremendous 
in the passing department.You 
have Tom Fair of Curry, Charles 
.Harrow of Mass. Maritime and 
A" Look at the seni.ors 
This is a little tribute to the 
seniors. A crew of 13 most of 
whom played at least three years.· 
i Bill Leahy - linebacker out 01 
Salem ... played four years oj' 
varsity ball ... won honorable All-
Conference this year. 
Ron Stahley - center from An-
dover ... started as a defensive 
end ... had a compound fracture of 
the leg early in his career. He. 
was the center for the team in his 
last two years ... has a tremendous 
attitude and willingness to play 
just by the fact of coming back 
. from that fracture ... he won 
honorable All-Conference. 
John O'Connell - guard out of 
Haverhill ... hp. was a regular for 
the last threey,ears ... at 5foot 10 he 
had to be tvugh player to play 
against big defensive tackles; and 
he was; 
Chuck Tobey - guard from 
Peabody ... regular for four 
years ... all-conference this 
Chuck Tobey 
Bm Nixon 
year ... quiet per son who shows 
his leadership by his actions. 
Marc Kerble - halfback from 
Peabody .. averaged a little over 
four yards a carry the past two 
years ... good pass receiver and an 
unselfish player as exemplified in 
his winning the Sportsmanship 
Award, voted by his fellow 
teammates. 
Jim Mullen - offensive tackle out 
of Braintree ... his first year was a 
defensive tackle who was 
repositioned at offensive tackle 
where he amply did the job. 
Mark Hayer - linebacker from 
Adams ... hard working regular for 
three years ... biggest asset was 
against the run ... always was put 
on strong sideCtight-end side). 
Guy Levan back from 
Marlboro .. was a guard in high 
school... because of blocking 
ability, Guy was moved to slot-
back. 
Tom 9lynn - defensive halfback 
from North Attelboro ... good 
speed who was also assigned to 
opposition's best receiver ... was 
an outstanding punt returner. 
John Sannicandro - defensive end 
out of Framingham.:.put in four 
solid years ... one year started at 
defensive tackle but because' of 
agility was moved to defensive 
·end ... has good strength. 
Brian Maher - used as a defensiv( 
end originally, recently was used 
as a snapper for punts and extra 
points. . 
Mike Cabral - this was the only 
year he came. out...did well on 
specialty teams. 
Bill Nixon - defensive tackle from 
Bridgewater .. the best defensive 
tackle ina while ... very good pass 
rusher ... was injured during this 
past season and missed several 




John O'Connell Ron Stahley 
A· Talk With th,e Coach 
Pat Scrima of Boston who all had 
fine years passing.(All had over 
iooo yards in the airJThe league 
as a whole improved tremen-
dously. 
QUES;What caused in your 
opinion, the three losses at mid-
season? 
COACH: Weather conditions were 
a definite factor in the Nichols 
game.The score should have been 
O.O.We had one bad break and 
that was iUn the Framingham 
game,we suffered our first loss 
in five games.Our blocking 
broke down so we had to depend 
on passing because we simply 
couldn't get the running game 
. going. We must've passed about 
32 or 34 times(34).Then they 
scored 011 that blocked punt.ln 
tlte Boston game. they had those 
two big defensive tackles that 
were really tough.Of course Pat 
Scrima is an excellent passer 
1 and they had Mike Bogart who is 
an excellent receiver. 
QUES: What were the awards, 
special. for ,tbis year's team? 
COACH: The MVP voted by the 
players went to Steve 
Washkevich. The MVP is the 
award given to the player who 
contributed most to the success 
in practice and. games. The 
Sportsmanship Award again 
voted on by the players went to 
BACK MARC Kerble. This 
award goes to the playel' who 
exhibits· unself': ishness, good 
sportsmanship and is a good 
moral booster. The coaches 
. award went to Kerble, again. 
This award went to the player 
who made an out- standing 
contribution to BSC football by a 
senior. In addition to these 
awards, Washkevich, Mike 
Falcon, and Chuck Tobey were 
voted to All-Conference. 
- -QUES: Few week ago a student 
wrote .a letter to the Comment 
stating strongly against the 
situation in which Jim VonEuv 
was dispatched from the team. 
For classification, could you 
explain your side of the situation 
and the rule invoked in Jimmy's 
dismissal? 
COAClI: IT 'is A Phys. ED. 
policy. Any senior doing their 
teaching cannot participate in 
intercollegiate athletics. He had 
asked me if he could dress for the 
last 3 games. I couldn't let him .. 
We can only have 60 men dress 
and if we let someone dress who is 
not going to. play over someone 





this would not be right. 
QUES~ Again for classification, 
what was the situation with Hawk 
Harrington? 
CO: his name was listed to go to a 
Monday JV game but he never 
showed up. He said he was too 
busy. Besides Levan was playing 
well. We need another slot back 
. for the JV game to provide depth 
for the team, so we wanted him to 
go. The JV game is a chance to 
gtve everyon~ a chance to par-
ticipate and give underclassmen 
a chance' t9 gain experience. 
QUES: What areas have to be 
improved for next year because of 
graduation or other reasons? 
COACH: We have to improve on 
pass defense and we need. of-
fensive linemen. Tobey, Stahley, 
O'Connell an~ Mullen among 
others will be missed. 
.'. 
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THE NEW YORK TIMES GREAT SONGS OF LENNON & Mc-
Y. Ed. by M. Okun. 82 Photos. 73 songs of a musical mosaic that 
IingnitE~d the 60'S, revealed the Beatles to the world and the world to itself, 
arranged for piano, voice, organ and guitar, incl. Eleanor Rigby, 
lYesterd<JlV, She Lov,es You, Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Heart Club Band, Come 
IT' ..... {1<"thAl", 68 more. 91/4 by 121/4. Spiralbound. 
. at $17.50 - Only $6.98 
EROTIC MOVIES. By R. Oortley. Over 200 Photos. Brilliant 
photos, many of them rare and all uncensored, trace the history of 
eroticism in the movies from the first screen kiss in 1896 through today's 
ninhibited and totally explicit films, incl. Bardot, Monroe, Redford, 
Deep Throat, Emmanuelle. Jane Russel, Hedy Lamarr, much more. 
For Sale to Adults Over 21 Only. 
Value Import Only $4.98 
'. THE ANNOTATED WALDEN. Ed. byP. VanDoren Stern. Illus. 
ps, photos, portraits and drawings. The most popular and in-
Iflulenltial book ever written in' America, published in the annotated style, 
many previously unpublished passages and hundreds of notes, 
II ... 'L'''-~-hphy, bio. of Thoreau, more. 81/2 by 11. 
. at $15.00 - Only $7.98 . 
. Walt Whitman's LEAVES OF GRASS. Intro. by W. Lowenfels. 
us. The finest parts of the great American poet's vibrant hymn to life, 
an exquisite edition bound and stamped in simulated brown leather and 
gold. . 
Extra Special Value Only $1.49 
the love of cats. by C. Metcalf. 154 Full Color Photos. Sleek and 
fluffy, large and small, pedigreed and, domestic, the cat's ever 
fascinating ystery and playfulness caught in superlative color, with 
notes on breeds and individual needs. 91/4 by 12l!2. 
Value Import Only $5.98 
. COMPLETE COURSE IN OIL PAINTING. By OIle Nordmark. 
Illus with 14 in Full Color. Step-by-step guidance in traditional 
methods of iol painting -tools and materials, uses of light and color, 
Complete 1 Vol. Ed. Orig. Pub. in 4 Vols. at $15.80 - Only $4.98 
AMERICAN SAILING CRAFT. By H.I. Chapelle. . 
IthI~ough()Ut. Profusely illus. vol. tracing the development of American 
craft from Colonial times, incl. fishing vessels, commercial 
, yachts, rigging, sloops, schooners, shoal centerboards, con-
Idl''IIC'filln more. 
Value Only $2.98 
WILD FLOWERS OF AMERICA. BEd. by H.W. Rickett .. 400 
F'lowers in Full Color, from Paintings by Mary Vaux Walcott, with 
additional paintings by Dorothy Falcon Platt. 400 wild flowers of North 
America, shown actual size in beautiful true-to-kufe color, with detailed 
descriptions and full information as to family, geographical range, 
environment in which found, etc. Encyclopedic work based on 
authoritative publication of the Smithsonian Institution. 
rig. Pub. at$15.00-New, completeed. Only $7.98 




Sa.ve 33 to 50% and more from 
original prices. 
Super gifts that keep fJiving 
. year after year. 
166070. Hockey: THE ICE MEN. By Gary Ronberg. Hockey - the bad 
guys, referees, goalies. Here are 25 years of behind the scenes drama --
the agony of the referee's call, the fear of disgrace and injury, the 
superstars like Orr and Hull - along with the managers, refs, and the 
powers off the ice. Violently incisive and fast with over 200 black and 
white photographs and 80 pages in Full Color . 
Orig. Pub. at$15.00- New, complete ed. Only $7.98 
107252. ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND. By Lewis Carroll. 
Illus. The beautiful Tenniel illustrations, bound and stamped in simulated 
brown leather and gold, add to the wonder of Alice an~ her Wonderland. 
Extra Special Value Only $1.49' 
168685. A TREASURY OF RAILROAD FOLKLORE. Ed. by B.A. Botkin 
& A.F. Harlow. The largest collection of railroad lore in print - the men, 
machines, robbers, gamblers, hoboes, empire builders, etc. who marked . 
milestones in the history of the iron rails incl. Cooper; Vanderbilt, Wells 
Fargo, Jesse James, Casey Jones, more. 
Orig. Pub. at$5.95 - New, complete ed.Only $2.98 
163039. THE LIFE, TIMES AND ART OF LEONARDO. By L. Bortolon; 
164 Illus. 70 in Full Color. An incredibly beautiful vol. tracing, in ex- . 
ception<;tl re- productions nearly half in full color, the universal genius of . 
Leonardo, his theories, contemporaries, and the overwhelmeing range of 
his works and projects. 9 by n. 
. Extra Value Import Only $3.98 
l75037. Anne Morrow Lindbergh: EARTHSHINE~14Photos.6in.F~ 
Color. With a poetic and moral imagination uniquely her own; tillS. 
:Jistip,guished author describes her experiences and meditates on the 
s life and man's reach to the moon. 
at $6.95 - Only $1.49 
. COCAINE PAPERS BY SIGMUND FREUD. Ed. by R. Byck, MD. 
Notes by Anna Freud. For the first time the previously unavailable 
texts, letters, dreams, recollections and experiments of Freud with 
Ic04~aille -- which he lo~g considered the wond.er drug. '>Inc. pertinent 
from the 19th century to present on cocaine. personal letters, 
at $14.95 - Only $3.98 
THE LOS ANGELES TIMES NATURAL FOODS COOKBOOK. 
By J. Voltz. 600 easy-to-follow recipes from nutritious meals that are 
~nary pleaspres, in 1. Lemon Pork Chope, Herbed Tomato Bake, 
i Crunchy Banana Pie. more. 
Pub. at $8.95 - Only $3.98 
..03817. NORMAN ROCKWELL ILLUSTRATOR. By Arthur L. Guptill. 
?reface by Dorothy Canfield Fisher . 437 IHus, 43 in Full Color. Beautiful, 
lest-selling volume which sllows the works of America's most beloved 
artist and offers a pictorial panorama of a growing and changing 
America. Thirty years of Saturday Evening Post covers, hundreds of 
anecdotes, all of Rockwell's most famous works and special illustrations 
done just for this book. 9 by 12. 
Pub. at $17.50 - Only $7.98 
t. 84 lllus, by Max Bihn. Long out of print and unavailable at any 163055. THE LIFE, TIMES AND ARTOF REMBRANDT. By M. Lepore. 
this charming vol. makes Shakespeare a pleasure to read. The 180 Illus., 80 in Full Coror. The full range of Rembrandt's emotional and 
are in simplified form so that students, adults, and even children technical capabilities is covered in the gorgeous vol. filled with ahndsome . 
readily understand. appreciate and enjoy them. reproductions -- nearly half in full color -- revealing the life, works' and 
Store 
"Hours: 
Special Value Only $2.98 influences of this master. 9 by 11. 
THE NEW YORK TIMES GREAT SONGS OF BROADWAY. 
Extra Value Import Only ~3.~8 . 
by Alan Jay Lerner & Jule Styne. 41 Photos. An astonishing 029596. THE ANNOTATED MOTHER GOOSE. Intro. & Notes by W.S; & 
jcolle(!tioln of successful tunes, arranged for piano, voice and guitar, Ceil Baring-Gould. Over 200 illus. by Caldecott, Crane, Greenaway, 
laulas:sea from many different shows, lyricists and composers, incl. Tea Rackham, Parrish & Historical Woodcuts. The complete text and 
For Two; Promises, Promises; Climb Ev'ry Mountain; Tonight; Hello, illustrations in a fully annotated edition containing more tban 1,000 
Young Lover, 69 more. 91/4 by 121/4. Spiralbound. suparate rhymes - originals, variations, sources and allusions . 
. at $17.50 - Only $6.98 Orig.Pub.at$10.0()-New,completeed.Only$4.98 . 
. LOVE OF INDOOR PLANTS. By Lovell Benjamin. 151 Beautiful 506106. THE LOO SANCTION. By Trevanian. Honathan Hemlcx;k, the· 
Color Photos. Gorgeous complete guide to growing plants for your sophisticated assassin of The Eiger Sanction, must locate a rare sculp-
Discusses cultivation and care, effects of lighting and heating, lure containing com.PtoItlis~ ifig photos of key members of the British 
and flowering plants, bulbs, palms, ferns, bonsai, cacti and bottle government and kill the man who took the photos. 
IJ;!aJrde:ns. Spectacular photos show you what you can achieve..: , Pub. at $6.95 - Only $1.49 
Value Import Only $5.98 
Morris'L. West: SUMMER FO THE RED WOLF. New novel by 
author of The Shoes of the Fisherman loaded with magic, mystery, 
violence and brotherhood in the Outer Hebrides of Scotland. 
. at $6.95 - Only $1.49 
52422B. SAVAGE CINEMA. By R.T. Witcombe. 250 Illus., 4 Full Color 
Pages. Bites deep into the scale of 20th century violence in the cinema 
and explores through copious illus. the theme as present in western and 
horror films, the worlds of Hitchcock and Polanski and a thorough 
analysis of Stanley Kubrick's Clockwork Orange. 
Only $3.98 
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